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(57) Abstract: A dating related web site incorporates a number of services of interest to subscribers seeking a compatible mate

or friend. A would-be subscriber first specifies profile information including authentication information, information relating to

qualities desired in a friend and mate, the relative importance of the respective categories, and a screen image icon. The profile

information is stored in a database associate with a web server hosing the dating site. The subscriber can then log onto the site

and advantage the of chat room environments featured at the site. Rooms are hierarchically organized into lobbies and sub-lobbies

corresponding to topics and sub-topics of discussion. In addition, the lobby and sub-lobby screens indicate the concentration of

compatible participants in the rooms of corresponding lobbies and sub-lobbies, thus allowing easy navigation to a desirable room.
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the subscriber's profile to members having an attractiveness ranking within a user-selected range around that of the corresponding

attractiveness ranking for the subscriber.
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WEB BASED DATING SERVICE WITH WEIGHTED INTERESTS MATCHING AND
FILTER FOR FILTERING POTENTIAL FRIENDS/MATES USING PHYSICAL

AND/OR PERSONALITY ATTRACTIVENESS CRITERIA

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part patent application ofU.S. Patent Application

Serial Nos. 10/740,174, filed December 18, 2003, entitled "Web-Based Dating Service With

Weighted Interests Matching" and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/740,279, filed

December 18, 2003, entitled "Web-Based Dating Service With Filter For Filtering Potential

Friends/Mates Using Physical and/or Personality Attractiveness Criteria," which are, in turn,

continuation-in-part patent applications ofU.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/632,771, filed

August 1, 2003, entitled "Web-Based Dating Service With Filter For Filtering Potential

Friends/Mates Using Physical Attractiveness Criteria," which, in turn, is a continuation-in-part

application ofU.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/826,230, filed April 4, 2001, which, in turn,

claims the benefit ofU.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 60/255,672, filed December

14, 2000, entitled "Web-Based Dating Service."

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates generally to the field of Internet dating services and to services

designed to facilitate a compatible matching amongst individuals seeking companionship via the

World Wide Web.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Recent technological advances have raised productivity levels, leading to an economic

boom continuing through much of the past decade. While these advances have raised the

standard of living for significant segments ofthe population, they have not, in general, reduced

the number ofhours that people work. As a result, finding the time to find a compatible mate, or

viable friendship, remains as challenging as ever. In fact, as the structural economic changes

experienced in recent years have led to greater geographic mobility amongst the work force, the

establishment ofpersonal relationships has become all the more difficult.

[0004] Recently, a variety of Internet related services have been offered to alleviate these

problems. For example, various World Wide Web portals feature "chat rooms" allowing

members of an Internet subscriber community to chat in real time. During a typical "chat room"

session, a computer user with Internet access first logs in, and is then presented with a screen

showing real time messages sent from other users. The messages are displayed in serial fashion

along with a "handle" identifying each message sender. Thus, any user can direct a message to

any other particular user, and choose to strike up a chat based on the content ofthe displayed

message. Individuals thus have at their disposal a readily accessible, convenient form of "virtual

conversation" that maybe used to identify potential companions or acquaintances.

[0005] Unfortunately, although helpful, finding potential mates or companions using the

Internet is sometimes still difficult. In particular, chat communities, including those featured on

dating-related web sites, have proliferated to include enormous numbers ofmembers, each

generating message information in relatively undifferentiated, disorganized fashion.

Consequently, finding compatible chat members may take time. Further, once a pair of users

find one another and strike up a virtual conversation, the continuous stream ofmessages from

other users may prove distracting.

[0006] Thus, what is needed is an integrated package of Internet-based date related services

specifically designed to facilitate finding a suitable mate or companion. Such an integrated

package would provide easily visible, continually updated compatibility-screening information

for each participant in a chat environment, and could optionally guide participants to chat rooms

having other compatible participants. Further, once a compatible participant is found, the

package of services would preferably provide an environment conducive to one-to-one

conversation and to eliciting discussion of the type of subject matter useful in determining

whether to pursue a relationship further.

[0007] Physical appearance remains a significant criterion when finding the perfect friend or

mate, yet conventional on-line dating services are notoriously bad at accounting for physical
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appearance in finding a friend or mate. In the current state of online dating, members search the

database of the online dating site for other members who meet specified objective physical

criteria. For example, a member may select to see all profiled members who have blonde hair

and are of a medium body type and are between 5 '2" and 5 '5". A problem exists in that, since

some on-line dating sites have millions ofmembers, the list of qualifying members returned in

response to a member's query may be very long, numbering several hundred members for a

given search. Many of the list of otherwise qualifying members may be people to whom the

searching member is not physically attracted. Presently, no effective mechanism exists by which

searching members can instruct the online dating site to narrow the list of otherwise qualifying

members by the factor ofwhether the searching member is likely to judge them to be physically

attractive. Likewise, no mechanism exists in the current state of chat to effectivelyjudge

compatibility to other chat members, particularly where physical attractiveness is a criterion.

[0008] Another problem exists in the online dating environment whereby members are

approached by other members though the approached member may not be physically attracted to

the approaching member. In offline situations, an additional set of information exists by which

one person may receive clues not to approach another person. Such clues may include a lack of

attention directed to the potential approaching person, closed body language, and the like. No

such additional information is generally available to users of online dating services. Some

members will add notations stating that they do not wish members to contact them unless the

member has a reasonable belief that the approached member will find them attractive. Lacking

information as to how the general population ofmembers mayjudge a given member, the

searching member has no reliable method to determine such a belief. A solution is thus needed to

assist members in specifying their perspective concerning the group ofmembers to whom they

may or may not be physically attracted.

[0009] Recent studies have proven the ages old hypothesis that likes attract. A recent study at

Cornell University has shown that however students rated themselves on wealth and status,

attractiveness, family commitment, and sexual fidelity, that is what they wanted in a mate. The

problem with an approach in which individuals look for mates who resemble themselves is that

individuals are notoriously bad at self-evaluation, particularly when it comes to physical

appearance. Accordingly, the present invention employs the reasoning that members are a good

judge of the physical attractiveness of other members and seeks to tabulate the opinions of the

community ofmembers about the physical attractiveness of other members. The tabulated

opinion data is then related to members' individual preferences concerning the group of

members they may find physically attractive.

-3-
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[0010] Currently, operators of online dating sites have begun to employ a "community

evaluation" method by which the site highlights members who appear of interest to other

members whose criteria is similar to the member who is conducting a search for a mate. The

method employed by such sites is primarily to measure the number of approaches made by the

pool ofmembers to other members. To facilitate this evaluation, such online dating sites have

recently installed or made more prominent "Quick Messages" by which a member can let

another member know of their interest by simply clicking on the Quick Message button. These

clicks are tallied and a conclusion is drawn that a given member is determined attractive or

otherwise popular to the membership pool of potential mates.

[0011] An example of a conventional web site that extends such a "community evaluation"

method to account for members' physical attractiveness is a website found at

www.hotornot.com . This site provides a member's picture and then solicits the community to

provide a numerical ranking ofthe member's physical attractiveness. As shown in a sample

screen shot in Figure 1, a member's picture is displayed and the member community is offered

the opportunity to provide a physical attractiveness rank from 1 through 10. Once a member of

the community provides a ranking, the website displays the overall ranking assigned by the

community and the ranking provided by the member providing the ranking. This information

also may be displayed for a previous member in the vertical picture at the left of the screen shot.

[0012] The "hot or not" site also operates a dating service which is found at

www.meetme.hotornot.com . As illustrated in Figure 2, the "meet me" site asks the community

whether it wishes to meet the featured member. There are two possible responses - Yes or No. If

the respondent selects No, no further action is taken and the next featured member is displayed.

However, if the respondent selects Yes, then he or she is asked to become a member ofthe "meet

me" site. Upon signing up as a new member, the user is taken to a screen displaying a picture of

an existing member as shown in Figure 2. The site asks whether the user wants to meet the

featured member and the user selects Yes or No. In the case illustrated in Figure 3, the user has

selected Yes. The picture of the new member is sent to the member whom the user wished to

meet and the latter member is then able to select Yes or No to whether they want to meet the new

member. If the latter member selects No, no further action is taken. However, if the latter

member selects Yes, then an email exchange is begun with the intention of further conversation

which may lead to a meeting in person.

[0013] The next screen to appear (Figure 4) informs the user that his or her request has been

passed to the featured member. Ifthe featured member also wants to meet the user, the user will

be notified by way of inclusion ofthe featured member in the user's "double-match" list which is
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accessible on the left side ofthe screen shot illustrated in Figure 4. A "Meet People" option also

located at the left side of the screen shot in Figure 4 puts the user back in the mode of selecting

members he or she wishes to meet.

[0014] In the case ofboth "hot or not" sites, a member is not afforded the opportunity to search

through the member community and to receive profiles that have been selected or deselected on

the basis ofphysical attractiveness. Further, a member is not provided with a capability to

exclude his or her profile from viewing or contact by members based on the community's

judgment as to the physical attractiveness of the member.

[0015] Another approach to including physical attractiveness as a criterion in online dating is

implemented in the "Appearance" portion ofthe website ofwww.match.com . Match.com'

s

search capability relative to physical attractiveness is shown in Figure 5. As illustrated, members

can narrow their search results by the criteria of Height, Eye Color, Hair Color, and Body Type.

However, no provision has been made to search the Match.com database for physical

attractiveness as determined by the community ofMatch.com members.

[0016] Of course, physical attractiveness is not the only relevant criterion for determining the

compatibility ofmembers of an on-line dating service. Conventional on-line dating systems

prospective members to complete personal evaluation sheets setting for the prospective

member's likes and dislikes. Unfortunately, to date, such on-line dating systems do not use the

inputted data in any sophisticated way. For example, compatibility ofrespective members has

been computed based on a true/false response set for each member relative to a set ofpre-defined

interests. Each interest would be examined for each member combination and aggregated to a

total number ofcommon selected interests. Since not all areas of interest are given the same

weights by prospective members, a more sophisticated approach is desired whereby prospective

members to an on-line dating service may specify not only their likes and dislikes but also may

specify the relative weightings of such possible interests. For example, it is desired that a

prospective member may specify not only that he or she is interested in movies but that attending

movies is his or her favorite way to spend free time. Also, it is desired that prospective members

to on-line dating service may specify not only their likes and dislikes but also may receive

community feedback on the desirability of certain personality characteristics. For example,

while men tend to be visual, basing their evaluations more significantly on a member's physical

appearance, women tend to be more relationship-oriented, basing their evaluations more

significantly on a member's perceived likeability by the community. Consequently, it is desired

to provide community feedback on a member's perceived likeability as well as the member's

physical attractiveness.
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[0017] Accordingly, a need exists for a web based dating service that permits a member to

provide customized relative weightings ofpossible interest categories in establishing the

member's profile to other members and by which to filter the result of searches conducted to find

friends or mates in on-line matching systems. A need also exists for a web based dating service

that permits communityjudgments concerning personality as well as physical attractiveness to be

used as criteria by which to elect to display a member's profile to other members and by which

to filter the result of searches conducted to find friends or mates in on-line matching systems.

The present invention addresses these needs in the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] The present invention addresses the above described needs in the art. In particular, in

accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, a web site provider establishes a site

customized to facilitate finding a companion or potential mate. The site provides functionality

for determining whether a first and second subscriber are a relationship match, the extent to

which the first and second subscribers are likely to be compatible on a friendship level and

whether or not the level of friendship compatibility exceeds certain thresholds.

[0019] To use the site, would-be subscribers first register with the site by creating a profile of

information specifying the qualities they deem desirable in a mate or companion, as well as the

relative significance of such qualities to other qualities. Once registered, the subscribers have

access to, and may participate in, various chat room environments.

[0020] In accordance with a second aspect ofthe present invention, chat rooms are preferably

arranged in hierarchical fashion such that each room belongs to a "sub-lobby" and each "sub-

lobby" belongs to a "lobby." The lobbies each preferably correspond to respective categories of

discussion topics, with each sub-lobby designating sub-categories of discussion topics within the

larger categories. In this way, a subscriber can easily navigate to a chat room dedicated to a

topic of interest to the subscriber.

[0021] Further, in a third aspect of the present invention, during such user navigation, lobby,

sub-lobby and room selection screens feature displayed indicators showing the concentration of

participants compatible with the user in each respective lobby, sub-lobby or chat room. Such

compatibility indicators are determined by comparison of the user's profile with that ofthe

current chat participants. In this way, a subscriber can navigate to a chat room having high

concentration ofpotential mates or friends participating.

[0022] In a fourth aspect of the present invention, a subscriber also preferably has the option to

avoid manual navigation altogether by allowing the service to determine automatically the chat

room having the highest concentration of compatible mates and/or friends. Once the room is
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determined, a screen corresponding to the determined room is displayed and the subscriber can

accordingly participate in the chat.

[0023] In a fifth aspect of the present invention, the site provider also features a "virtual date"

service whereby two chat participants choosing to do so can engage in a private chat and at the

same time view a digital video clip corresponding to a romantic vacation. The one-one chat

environment eliminates the distraction that may result when chat messages are continuously

generated by numerous chat participants. Further, the video clip provides a convenient topic for

discussion that may reveal further details about a potential mate.

[0024] In accordance with a sixth aspect ofthe present invention, a method is provided for

establishing/judging member profiles based on community opinions as to individual members'

physical attractiveness and/or personality characteristics. The same method can be applied to

other standards such as likeability, "coolness" factor, etc. Two different approaches are taken in

implementing this "physical/personality attractiveness" evaluation, each relying on a pairing of

the concepts of community opinion and individual rank whereby one can determine the

suitability ofmembers to other members by reference to community-based opinions ofthe

physical/personality attractiveness ofmembers. In particular, methods are described herein for

predicting the likelihood that a specific member will find other specific members to be physically

attractive or to have a suitable personality and the member database is searched using such

criteria. Physical attractiveness and personality suitability criteria are also used to limit the

disclosure of a particular member's profile to other members in a chat room environment.

[0025] In accordance with a seventh aspect of the invention, a method and web-based server

apparatus programmed to match members of an online community based on interest and or

activity based compatibility to each other is provided. In accordance with this embodiment of

the method of the invention, input is accepted from respective members indicating the degree of

subscription or non-subscription the respective members have to predetermined interests on a

scale of least interested to most interested and/or indicating the amount of importance the

member ascribes to participation in a respective activities on a scale of least important to most

important, and interest-based and/or activity based compatibility between members is determined

by comparing scaled inputs for respective interests and/or activities based on at least one of a

total number ofmatching interests and activities and a degree of alignment among matching

interests and activity importance indicators. Members of the online community are then matched

on the basis of the determined interest-based compatibility and/or the determined activity-based

compatibility.
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[0026] Further features and advantages of a system and method implemented in accordance

with the present invention are made apparent in the more detailed description below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The features and advantages of the web-based dating service of the invention will be

apparent to those skilled in the art based on the following description and the accompanying

drawings, ofwhich:

[0028] Figure 1 illustrates a sample screen shot ofthe "hot or not" website, where a member's

picture is displayed and the member community is offered the opportunity to provide a physical

attractiveness rank from 1 through 10.

[0029] Figure 2 illustrates a sample screen shot of the "meet me" portion of the "hot or not"

website that asks members ofthe community whether they wish to meet the featured member.

[0030] Figure 3 illustrates a sample screen shot of the case where the member selects "yes" in

response to the request of Figure 2 to meet the featured member.

[0031] Figure 4 illustrates a sample screen shot that informs the user that his or her request to

meet a featured member has been passed to the featured member.

[0032] Figure 5 illustrates a sample screen shot where a member provides data input relating to

physical appearance at the Match.com website for use in a search relating to a member's physical

appearance.

[0033] Figure 6 is a high level overview of a network environment in which aspects of the

present invention may be implemented.

[0034] Figure 7 is a block diagram depicting components ofthe client stations shown in Figure

6 in greater detail.

[0035] Figure 8 is a high level flow chart depicting a process of a user profile creation in

accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

[0036] Figure 9 is a high level flow chart depicting a process of user navigation to a desirable

chat room environment in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.

[0037] Figure 10 is a high level flow chart depicting in greater detail the step of determining

the concentration of compatible participants in available chat rooms shown in Figure 9.

[0038] Figure 1 1 is a high level flow chart depicting in greater detail the step of determining a

desirable chat room environment automatically as shown in Figure 9.

[0039] Figure 12a is a high level flow chart depicting in greater detail the step of determining

the extent to which a user and a participant are a relationship match as shown in Figure 11.

[0040] Figure 12b is a high level flow chart depicting in greater detail the step of determining

the extent to which a user and participant are a friendship match as shown in Figure 11.
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[0041] Figure 13 is a high level flow chart depicting a user initiation of a virtual date in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0042] Figures 14 and 14a are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

selecting and forwarding a new or existing registered subscriber choice as depicted in Figure 8.

[0043] Figures 15 and 1 5a are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

selecting and forwarding a screen name, password and e-mail address during registration as

depicted in Figure 8.

[0044] Figure 16 is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting and

forwarding a relationship basics choice, friendship preferences choice or screen image choice as

depicted in Figure 8.

[0045] Figures 16a and 16b are player profile web page interfaces that may be used as

alternatives to that shown in Figure 16.

[0046] Figure 17 is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting and

forwarding a first set of relationship basics information as depicted in Figure 8.

[0047] Figure 1 8 is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting and

forwarding a second set of relationship basics information as depicted in Figure 8.

[0048] Figures 1 8a- 1 8c are alternative web page interfaces that may be used to perform the

step of selecting and forwarding the information depicted in Figures 17 and 18.

[0049] Figures 1 8d-l 8f are alternative web page interfaces that may be used to perform the

step of selecting and forwarding the information depicted in Figures 17 and 18.

[0050] Figure 19 is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting and

forwarding friendship preferences information as depicted in Figure 8.

[0051] Figures 19a-19c are alternative web page interfaces that may be used to perform the

step of selecting and forwarding the information depicted in Figure 19.

[0052] Figures 19d-19e are alternative web page interfaces that may be used to permit the user

to specify his/her interests and pursuits on a weighted scale so as to permit increased selectivity

in a compatibility search.

[0053] Figure 20 is web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting and

forwarding a screen image icon as depicted in Figure 8.

[0054] Figure 20a is an alternative web page interface that may be used to perform the step of

selecting and forwarding a screen image icon as depicted in Figure 8.

[0055] Figures 21 and 21a are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

selecting and forwarding a lobby identification as depicted in Figure 9.
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[0056] Figures 22 and 22a are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

selecting and forwarding a sub-lobby identification as depicted in Figure 9.

[0057] Figures 23 and 23a are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

choosing a chat room as depicted in Figure 9.

[0058] Figure 24 is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step ofproviding a

chat room page corresponding to a determined chat room as depicted in Figure 9.

[0059] Figures 24a and 24b are alternative web page interfaces that may be used to perform the

step ofproviding a chat room page corresponding to a determined chat room as depicted in

Figure 9.

[0060] Figures 24c and 24d are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

sending a private message to a chat participant.

[0061] Figures 24e and 24f are web page interfaces that may be used to perform the step of

inviting a chat participant to a private chat room.

[0062] Figure 24g is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of initiating a

virtual date.

[0063] Figure 24h is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting a

virtual date activity type.

[0064] Figure 24i is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting an

interactive movie for a virtual date.

[0065] Figure 24j is a web page interface that may be used to perform the step of selecting an

interactive figure to be featured in an interactive movie.

[0066] Figure 24k is a web page interface that may be used to implement a virtual date in

accordance with an embodiment of the preset invention.

[0067] Figure 25 depicts a set of Internet relay chat servers configured in a spanning tree

formation.

[0068] Figure 26 is a web page interface that may be presented to an existing registered user of

a dating related web site upon log-in in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0069] Figure 27 illustrates a sample profile screen for a hypothetical member.

[0070] Figure 28 illustrates a sample screen on which the user can provide a specific ranking of

the degree to which the user finds the indicated member to be physically attractive in accordance

with a first embodiment ofthe invention.

[0071] Figure 29 illustrates a sample screen where users can input search criteria employing

the criteria of physical attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers in the member database in

accordance with the first embodiment.
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[0072] Figure 30 illustrates a sample screen where users can input parameters to restrict the

display of their profile to other members within the member database based on the other

members' physical attractiveness in accordance with the first embodiment.

[0073] Figure 3 1 illustrates a sample screen showing those members meeting the user's

selected physical attractiveness criteria and any other selected criteria that are found in a search

ofthe member database.

[0074] Figure 32 illustrates a sample screen through which users can restrict the display of

their profile while in a chat room to other members within the member database based on the

other members' physical attractiveness in accordance with the first embodiment.

[0075] Figure 33 illustrates a sample screen showing those members who appear to a particular

user in a chat room based on display criteria including each member's physical attractiveness and

member selections concerning display of their profile while in chat rooms.

[0076] Figure 34 illustrates a snapshot of a set ofmembers returned from a hypothetical

database search for use in allowing the user to assign a ranking ofthe degree to which he/she

finds that member to possess an attractive personality.

[0077] Figure 35 illustrates a sample screen on which the user can provide a ranking ofthe

degree to which the user finds the selected member to have an attractive personality.

[0078] Figure 36 illustrates several interest and pursuit categories that provide information for

allowing a user to evaluate the personality of the selected member.

[0079] Figure 37 illustrates additional Pursuit categories that appear as the user continues to

scroll down the page of Figure 36.

[0080] Figure 38 illustrates a sample screen with questions that allow the member to describe

his/her personality in his/her own words.

[0081] Figure 39 illustrates a sample screen that allows users to specify a profile for

personality attractiveness settings.

[0082] Figure 40 illustrates a sample screen that allows users to restrict the display of their

profile to other members within the member database based on the other members' personality

attractiveness.

[0083] Figure 41 illustrates a sample screen showing the results of a search for members

meeting personality attractiveness criteria and any other selected criteria.

[0084] Figure 42 illustrates a sample screen that allows users to restrict the display of their

profile while in a chat room to other members within the member database based on the other

members' personality attractiveness.
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[0085] Figure 43 illustrates a sample screen showing that members appear or do not appear to

other members in a chat room based on display criteria including members' personality

attractiveness and member selections concerning display of their profile while in chat rooms.

[0086] Figure 44 illustrates a sample screen on which the user can provide a specific ranking of

the degree to which the user finds the indicated member to be physically attractive in accordance

with a second embodiment.

[0087] Figure 45 illustrates a sample screen where users can input search criteria employing

the criteria ofphysical attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers from the member database in

accordance with the second embodiment.

[0088] Figure 46 illustrates a sample screen where users can input parameters to restrict the

display of their profile to other members within the member database based on the other

members' physical attractiveness in accordance with the second embodiment.

[0089] Figure 47 illustrates a sample screen through which users can restrict the display of

their profile while in a chat room to other members within the member database based on the

other members' physical attractiveness in accordance with the second embodiment.

[0090] Figure 48 illustrates a sample screen on which the user can provide a ranking on a scale

of, e.g., 1-10 of the degree to which the user finds another member to have an attractive

personality.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0091] A detailed description of an exemplary embodiment of the present invention will now

be described with reference to Figures 6-48. Although this description provides detailed

examples ofpossible implementations of the present invention, it should be noted that these

details are intended to be exemplary and in no way delimit the scope of the invention.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

[0092] Figure 6 shows a high level overview of a network environment in which aspects of the

present invention may be implemented. One or more client stations 20a, 20b, 20c, can be

coupled via the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) to an Internet Access Provider

(TAP) station. The IAP station in turn, is connected in the "Internet" 14 (i.e. , the well known

globally interconnected network of host servers, including World Wide Web servers 1 1).

[0093] According to conventional practice, an IAP subscriber at client station 20 dials a

modem at the IAP station, which typically includes a rack ofmodems (i.e. , modulator-

demodulators) which can then accept multiple incoming calls simultaneously. The call is

completed over the PSTN by a switching station at the central office of a telephone service

provider. Once the call to the IAP station is completed, the client station 20 is connected in the
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Internet 14, and the client station 20 can issue data requests to web sites on web servers 1 1 using

the IAP station as a conduit. In an alternative embodiment, the client station 20 maintains a

permanent connection to the Internet 14 using a network or similar interface, in which case

dialing in is not required.

[0094] Thus, while connected in the Internet, the IAP subscriber may access an information

database (La, the Internet 14) spanning the globe much as if such information were stored

locally at the subscriber's client station 20a, 20b, 20c.

[0095] A number ofprotocols are used to exchange commands and data between computers

connected to the Internet. The protocols include the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), the Hyper Text

Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and the Gopher

document protocol. The HTTP protocol is used to access data on the World Wide Web, often

referred to as "the Web." The Web is an information service on the Internet providing documents

and links between documents. It is made up ofnumerous Web sites located around the world that

maintain and distribute electronic documents. A Web site may use one or more Web server 1

1

computers that store and distribute documents in a number of formats, including the Hyper Text

Markup Language (HTML). An HTML document contains text and metadata (commands

providing formatting information), as well as embedded links that reference other data or

documents. The referenced documents may represent text, graphics, or video. The presently

described embodiment is thus described below with reference to an IAP subscriber or user

having access to a web server 1 1 having HTML documents representing web pages. The web

pages together facilitate Web based dating services in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0096] Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram depicting components ofthe client stations 20

shown in Figure 6 in greater detail. In particular, the client station 20 in Figure 6 includes

conventional computer hardware components including a Central Processing Unit ("CPU' 9

) 120,

a system memory 121, and a system bus 151 that couples the system memory 121 to CPU 120

and other computer system 20 components. The system memory 121 typically includes read

only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM) or other conventional known memory

types. Instructions comprising application program modules, including an operating system, are

typically stored in and retrieved from memory 121 by CPU 120, which executes these

instructions. In particular, in the presently described embodiment, a user's client incorporates

application program modules that include a browser element. A Web Browser is a client

application or an integrated operating system utility that communicates with server computers

via FTP, HTTP and Gopher protocols. In the presently described embodiment, a Web browser
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functions to request and receive web pages and data from a web server 1 1 storing an Internet

Dating web site service and to graphically present the web pages to a user on a display device.

[0097] The display device 147 is also coupled to the system bus 151 via a video graphics

adaptor card 130. The display device 147, which may be a CRT monitor, LCD terminal or other

display, includes a screen for the display of information visible to the user.

[0098] The user controls the web browser by entering commands and other input into the

computer 20 via input devices such as a keyboard 195, mouse, scanner or other input device. In

the exemplary computer system illustrated, the keyboard 195 is coupled to CPU 120 via a serial

port 131 coupled to system bus 151.

[0099] The present invention includes an Internet based dating web site providing a variety of

services useful to those individuals seeking a friend or mate. In the presently described

embodiment this site consists ofweb pages comprising HTML data requested and graphically

interpreted by the user's web browser.

DATING WEB SITE

[0100] Figure 8 illustrates a high level flow chart depicting a process ofnew subscriber

registration at a dating web site in accordance with the invention, including profile subscriber

creation. In particular, in Step 300 and in accordance with conventional processes, upon a user's

keying of a URL (or selection of a displayed web page hyperlink), the client station 20 browser

forwards an http request for a the Internet Dating service home page to the site provider's web

server 1 1 or to a web server 1 1 hosting the site provider's site . In response, the web server

software causes the corresponding home page consisting ofHTML data to be returned to the

client station 20. The web page returned includes an image map having image-based parts with

corresponding hyperlinks allowing the user to specify whether he/she is new to the site or is

already a registered subscriber. For example, Figure 14 depicts an exemplary "home page" web

page interface with "new player" and "existing player" selections as displayed on display device

147. Figure 14a depicts a similar "home" page in accordance with an alternative embodiment.

[0101] Thus, in response to the home page with image maps, the user selects either the "new

player" choice or "existing player" choice and causes the browser element to forward the choice

to the site provider's web server 1 1 . The web server 1 1, in turn, receives the user request and

extracts data corresponding to the user's selected choice.

[0102] In Step 305, if the user has selected the "existing player" choice, then the web server 1

1

returns a log-on screen allowing the user to authenticate himself/herself as an existing subscriber.

Once authentication information is provided, a web page is returned initiating a process, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, ofuser navigation to a desirable chat
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room environment having participants compatible with the user. This process is described in

greater detail below with reference to Figure 9.

[0103] If, however, the user selected the "new player" button, then in step 315 ofFigure 8 the

web server 1 1 returns a query form page initiating a process of subscriber profile creation in

accordance with an embodiment ofthe present invention. In particular, the web server 1 1 first

returns a query form page allowing entry of authentication information corresponding to the user

in a user profile stored at the web server 1 1 and maintained by the site provider. For example,

Figure 15 depicts an exemplary query form page interface allowing entry of a screen name,

password, re-entry ofpassword and electronic mail address information. Figure 15a depicts a

similar query from page in accordance with an alternative embodiment.

[0104] The screen name corresponds to a name the user will go by as a chat participant when

using the virtual chat services provided by the web site. The screen names need not correspond

to the user's actual name and thus allows for some anonymity during chat participation. The

password will allow the user to log onto the web site as an existing subscriber in future access

sessions, and will also allow the web server 1 1 to identify and retrieve the user's profile thus

obviating the need for profile re-creation prior to each access session. The password re-entry

field allows confirmation of the password typed in by the user. Finally, the electronic mail

address field allows entry of the user's electronic mail address. This e-mail information allows

the site provider to communicate with subscribers (for example, to provide a forgotten password

or to provide dating, vacation or singles related special offers to the user).

[0105] Thus, in Step 320, the user specifies screen name, password and electronic mail

information and causes the browser element to forward the selections to the site provider's web

server 1 1 . The web server 1 1, in turn, receives the user request and extracts and stores data

corresponding to the user's selected choices in a user profile corresponding to the user. Further,

at step 325, in response the web server 1 1 returns a query form page initiating a process for

completing the subscriber profile. For example, in accordance with alternative embodiments,

Figures 16a and 16b depict exemplary web page displays that may notify the user that this

process has begun. However, in the presently described embodiment, the user has a choice of

completing selected portions of a player profile. In that case, the player profile completion

process is initiated with a screen such as Figure 16, which depicts an exemplary web page with

image maps with conventional displayed "buttons." The exemplary web page ofFigure 16

allows entry of a relationship basics choice, a friendship preferences choice or a screen image

icon choice. That is, the displayed buttons correspond to "relationship basics," "friendship

preferences," or "screen image icon" choices. The "relationship basics" information selection
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initiates a process allowing the user to specify those qualities he or she desires in a mate. The

"friendship preferences" choice initiates a process allowing the user to specify those qualities he

or she desires in a friend. Finally, the "screen image icon" choice allows a user to specify a

graphics image corresponding to the user that is displayed for the benefit of other participants

whenever the user participates in chat sessions facilitated at the web site. The screen image icon

may be an actual picture ofthe user or may be chosen from a predefined set of icons maintained

by the site provider.

[0106] In Step 330, if the user has selected the "relationship basics" choice, then the web

server 1 1 returns a web page query form allowing entry of a first set ofinformation specifying

the qualities the user desires in a mate. For example, Figure 17 depicts an exemplary web page

interface allowing user entry of a first set of "relationship basics" information. Here, the

"seeking" field allows entry a gender for the desirable mate. The "I prefer to meet people" field

allows the user to specify that he wishes to date only individuals in his city, region or country, as

the case may be. The web server 1 1 can use this information in conjunction with information

specified in the "postal code" and "county" fields to determine the geographic area within which

the user desires to find a mate. The desired age range field allows the user to specify the age

range of the user's desired mate.

[0107] Thus, in Step 335, the user specifies user's date of birth, user's gender, mate's desired

gender, age criteria for desired mate, user's country, and geographic criteria for desired mate

information and causes the browser element to forward the selections to the site provider's web

server 11. The web server 1 1, in turn, receives the user request and extracts and stores data

corresponding to the user's selected choices in a user profile. Further, in response, in step 340,

the web server 1 1 returns a query form page allowing the entry of still further information

specifying the qualities the user desires in a mate. For example, Figure 18 depicts an exemplary

web page interface allowing user entry of a second set of "relationship basics" information.

Here, the "religions I prefer to date" field allows entry of a religion(s) for the user's desirable

mate. The "religions I prefer not to date" field allows the user to specify that he/she does not

wish to date individuals belonging to the specified religions.

[0108] Thus, in Step 345, the user specifies information in the "My religion is," "Religions I

prefer to date" and "religions I prefer not to date" fields and causes the browser element to

forward the selections to the site provider's web server 11, thus completing the user specification

of the relationship basics portion ofthe profile. Note that in alternative embodiments, the

relationship basics may be selected and forwarded to the web server 1 1 two, four or any other

number of screens. For example, in accordance with an alternative embodiment, Figures 18a-
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18c depict screen interfaces for selecting and forwarding the relationship basics information

using three screens instead oftwo. In accordance with yet another alternative embodiment,

Figures 18d - 18f similarly depict three screen interfaces for selecting and forwarding

relationship basics information. In this alternative embodiment, the user may also select and

forward a relationship type (i.e. , friendship or romantic relationship).

[0109] Upon receiving the relationship basics information, the web server 1 1 extracts and

stores data corresponding to the user's selected choices in a user profile corresponding to the

user. The web server 1 1 also returns a web the page (as in Step 325) allowing entry of a

relationship basics choice, a friendship preferences choice or a screen image icon choice (as

exemplified in Figure 16).

[01 10] In the presently described example, the user wishes to complete the profile with

information relating to the qualities he/she desires in a friend. Thus, when the user has selected

the "friendship preferences" choice, in Step 350, the web server 1 1 returns a web page query

form allowing entry of a set of information specifying areas of interest (e^, books, movies,

cooking) to the user. Figure 19 depicts an exemplar of such a web page interface. Here, each of

three menus allow specification ofmultiple areas of interest that can be later compared with

areas of interest of other site participants to determine compatibility with the user. Note that in

the presently described embodiment the items selected in the second and third columns displayed

in Figure 19 will be different than those selected in the first column. Note also that in alternative

embodiments, the area of interest information may be selected and forwarded to the web server

1 1 with two, three or any other number of screens. For example, Figures 19a - 19c depict screen

interfaces for selecting and forwarding the are of interest information using three screens with

check boxes instead ofone screen with pull down menus.

[0111] In accordance with a presently preferred embodiment of the invention, an additional

scheme for interest matching is provided whereby interest-based compatibility is assessed as a

function of an indication by members concerning not just a true-false response set but the degree

of subscription or non-subscription a member has to each interest. That is, members are provided

the opportunity to indicate on a scale of -5 to +5 the degree to which they are interested or

disinterested in a given item or interest area (example: Art). The results are then accumulated to

establish the degree of interest-based alignment among members. Figures 19d and 19e depict

screen interfaces for eliciting such interest-based compatibility information. As will be

explained in more detail below, the compatibility checking software may then assess the degree

ofcommon interest between respective members based on the total number ofmatching interests
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as well as the degree of alignment among those matching interests, thereby providing more a

significantly more accurate and nuanced compatibility assessment.

[0112] Once the user specifies the area of interest information in Step 355 the browser element

then forwards the selections to the site provider's web server 11. The web server 1 1, in turn,

receives the user request and extracts and stores data corresponding to the user's selected choices

in a user profile corresponding to the user. The web server 1 1 also returns a web the page (again

as in Step 325) allowing entry of a relationship basics choice, a friendship preferences choice or

a screen image icon choice (as exemplified in Figure 16).

[0113] In the presently described example, the user wishes to complete the profile with

information relating to the screen icon he/she wishes to present to other participants dining chat

sessions. Thus, when the user has selected the "screen image" choice, in Step 360, the web

server 1 1 returns a web page query form allowing entry of a set of information corresponding to

a screen icon representing the users. Figure 20 depicts an exemplar of such a web page interface.

The interface provides a series ofpredefined screen icons from which the user may choose.

Thus, in Step 365, the user specifies an icon and selects the "next button" causing the browser

element to forward the selection to the site provider's web server 11. In an alternative

embodiment, the user creates a digital photo ofhim or herself (e^g,, using conventional scanning

processes) and forward the picture to the site provider (e.g., via electronic mail or via a special

screen interface). For example, Figure 20a depicts a web page interface allowing a choice among

screen image icons forwarded to the site provider earlier.

[0114] Once the user's relationship basics, friendship preferences and screen image is

specified, the user profile is complete and the user can log on as an existing subscriber of the site

in future site access sessions. Further, as the option ofchanging aspects of his or her

corresponding profile by aspects of the profile. For example, upon logging on as an existing

subscriber the user may choose the "relationship basics," "friendship preferences," or "screen

image" choices, as in step 325 ofFigure 8, to re-define those respective aspects of the profile.

Each time the profile is redefined in this manner an updated version of the profile is stored on the

web server 1 1 or in a database associated with the web server 1 1 maintained by the site provider.

[0115] In addition, upon logging on as an existing subscriber the user can take advantage of the

relationship facilitation services provided by the dating related web site. For example, in the

presently described embodiment, upon logging in as an existing user, the user is presented with a

screen such as that depicted in Figure 26 allowing the user to take advantage ofon line chat room

and other services facilitated by the dating related web site. If the user selects the "View Player

Profile" option, the user is directed to a screen that enables the user to view the information
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assembled about a player in the corresponding player profile. In that event, the user can send e-

mails to such other players that seem interesting.

[0116] If the user selects the "Enter Chat Room" button, the user is presented with the ability

to arrive at a desired chat room environment by navigating to a chat room with participants

having relative compatibility with the user. This navigation is made easier by the hierarchical

organizations of chat rooms featured at the dating related web site. In particular, in the presently

described embodiment, the chat rooms are organized into sub-lobbies, which in turn are

organized into lobbies. In an advantageous aspect of the present invention, the lobbies each

correspond to a broad category of conversation topic characterizing the subject of the chat in

each chat room within the lobby. Further, each room within a sub-lobby features sub-topics of

conversation falling within the broad topic associated with the lobby within which the sub-lobby

is organized. A user can thus find a chat room featuring an optimal chat topic by selecting a

broad topic of interest (e.g. , sports) on the lobby level, a narrower sub-topic of interest falling

within the broad topic (e.g., hockey) on the sub-lobby level, and then a chat room within the

selected sub-lobby.

[0117] In another advantageous aspect of the present invention, the web-page interfaces

corresponding to the lobby, sub-lobby and chat room selections provide feedback indicating the

concentration of compatible participants in each lobby, sub-lobby or chat room, as the case may

be. In this way, the user's selection of chat rooms may be based not only on a favorable topic of

conversation featured at the chat room, but also on the likelihood that a greater percentage of

participants are compatible with the user. For example, Figure 9 depicts a process of subscriber

navigation to a desirable chat room in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

The process described assumes the user has already logged on as an existing subscriber and

intends to participate in a chat.

[0118] Before providing the lobby/sub-lobby/room sequence, in order to provide the

compatibility and screening feedback discussed above, the web server 11 (or an associated

server) in Step 400 determines the concentration of compatible participants in each room, sub-

lobby and lobby within which a chat is taking place. This step depicted in greater detail in

Figure 10 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. In particular, in Step 500

ofFigure 10, the web server 1 1 first retrieves the user's profile from storage in a database. In the

presently described embodiment, the user's profile is filled completely as describe above in

connection with Figure 8, though in other embodiments the profile may be partially filled with

only relationship related information or only friendship related information.
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[0119] Next, in Step 505, the web server 1 1 retrieves a first lobby from a stored set of lobbies

(e.g., a "sports" lobby). In particular, data corresponding to the set of lobbies is preferably stored

in a relational database configured with associations or links specifying the hierarchical

relationship between lobbies, sub-lobbies within lobbies and rooms within sub-lobbies as

described above. Once the first lobby is retrieved (e.g. . by retrieval of a lobby identifier), in Step

510, variables having information corresponding to this particular lobby are initialized. In

particular, "Participants," "Relationship Matches," and "Friendship Matches" variables are set to

zero.

[0120] Next in Step 5 1 5, the first sub-lobby within the retrieved lobby having an active chat

room is retrieved from the relational database of lobby, sub-lobby and chat room information.

As with the lobby, variables having information corresponding to this particular sub-lobby are

then initialized in Step 520. That is, "Participants," "Relationship Matches" and "Friendship

Matches" variables are set to zero.

[0121] Next in Step 525, the web server 1 1 retrieves the first active chat room within the

retrieved sub-lobby from the relational database of lobby, sub-lobby and chat room information.

To perform this task, the web server 1 1 also checks which chat rooms within the current sub-

lobby are active. As with the sub-lqbby, variables having information corresponding to this

particular room are then initialized in Step 530. That is, "Participants," "Relationship Matches"

and "Friendship Matches" variables are set to zero.

[0122] Next in Step 535, the first participant within the retrieved chat room is retrieved by

checking for the participants active in the room. At the same time, the "Participants" variables

for the current lobby, sub-lobby, and room are incremented by one in Step 540 and the

participant's profile stored at the web server 1 1 (or associated database) is retrieved for

comparison with user's. In particular, in Step 545 the web server 1 1 compares the participant's

profile to the user's to determine whether there is a relationship match between the two. An

exemplary process for determining whether there is a relationship match between two

subscribers ofthe dating-related web site in accordance with an embodiment ofthe present

invention is described more fully in connection with Figure 12a below. If such a procedure

returns a relationship match, then the "Relationship Matches" variables for the current lobby,

sub-lobby and room are also incremented by one. Similarly , in Step 550 the web server 1

1

compares the participant's profile to the user's to determine the degree to which there is a

friendship match between the two. If such a procedure returns a sufficient degree friendship

compatibility, then the "Friendship Matches" variables for the current lobby, sub-lobby and room

are also incremented by one. An exemplary process for determining the degree of friendship
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compatibility between two subscribers ofthe dating-related web site, as well as the threshold

degree of compatibility necessary to be deemed a friendship match, in accordance with an

embodiment ofthe present invention, is described more fully in connection with Figure 12b

below.

[0123] In Step 555, the web server 1 1 determines whether the current participant is the last in

the currently considered chat room. Ifnot then the next participant in the room is retrieved along

with a corresponding profile and the process of Steps 540-555 is repeated. In this way the

process is repeated for each participant in the room and thus eventually yields the number of

participants in the room, the number of such participants that are relationship matches and the

number of such participants that are friendship matches. Thus, once the web server 1

1

determines during an iteration of Step 555 that there are no more participants, in Step 560 the

web server determines the concentration ofrelationship matches and friendship matches in the

room processed. That is, a "Relationship Match Concentration" variable for the current room is

set to the number of relationship matches over the number ofparticipants and is stored for future

retrieval at the web server 1 1 or an associated database. Similarly, a "Friendship Match

Concentration" variable for the current room is set to the number of friendship matches over the

number of participants in the room and is stored.

[0124] Next, in Step 565, the web server 1 1 determines whether the current room is the last in

the currently considered sub-lobby. Ifnot then the next room in the sub-lobby is retrieved and

the process of Steps 530-565 is repeated. In this way the process is repeated for each room in

the currently considered sub-lobby. This ensures that relationship match and friendship match

concentration data for each room in the sub-lobby is stored and also eventually yields the number

ofparticipants in the sub-lobby, the number of such participants that are relationship matches

and the number of such participants that are friendship matches. Thus, once the web server 1

1

determines during an iteration of Step 565 that there are no more rooms in the sub-lobby, in Step

570, the web server can determine the concentration ofrelationship matches and friendship

matches in the sub-lobby processed. That is, a "Relationship Match Concentration" variable for

the current sub-lobby is set to the number of relationship matches in the sub-lobby over the

number ofparticipants in the sub-lobby and is stored for future retrieval at the web server 1 1 or

an associated database. Similarly, a "Friendship Match Concentration" variable for the current

sub-lobby is set to the number of friendship matches for the current sub-lobby over the number

ofparticipants in the current sub-lobby and is stored.

[0125] Next, in Step 575, the web server 1 1 determines whether the current sub-lobby is the

last in the currently considered lobby. Ifnot then the next sub-lobby in the current lobby is
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retrieved and the process of Steps 520-575 is repeated. In this way the process is repeated for

each sub-lobby ofrooms in the currently considered lobby. This ensures that relationship match

and friendship match concentration data for each room in each sub-lobby in the currently

considered lobby is stored and also eventually yields the number ofparticipants in the current

lobby, the number of such participants that are relationship matches and the number of such

participants that are friendship matches. Thus, once the web server 1 1 determines during an

iteration of Step 575 that there are no more sub-lobbies in the current lobby, in Step 580, the web

server can determine the concentration ofrelationship matches and friendship matches in the

lobby processed. That is, a "Relationship Match Concentration" variable for the current lobby is

set to the number ofrelationship matches in the lobby over the number ofparticipants in the

lobby and is stored for future retrieval at the web server 1 1 or an associated database. Similarly,

a "Friendship Match Concentration" variable for the current lobby is set to the number of

friendship matches for the current lobby over the number ofparticipants in the current lobby and

is stored.

[0126] Finally, in Step 585, the web server 1 1 determines whether the current lobby is the last.

Ifnot then the next lobby is retrieved from the database of lobby/sub-lobby/room information the

process of Steps 5 1 0-585 is repeated. In this way the process is repeated for each lobby of sub-

lobbies having active chat rooms. This ensures that relationship match and friendship match

concentration data for each room and sub-lobby ofrooms in each lobby, as well as for each

lobby, is eventually stored, completing the process. Once the server 1 1 determines during an

iteration of Step 585 that there are no more lobbies, the process ends in Step 590.

[0127] Thus, now turning back to Figure 9, the web server 1 1 having determined and stored the

concentration of compatible friends and potential mates in each active room, sub-lobby and

lobby, the process of subscriber navigation to a desirable chat room may begin. That is, in Step

410, in response to an "Enter Chat Room" selection by an existing subscriber the web server 1

1

returns a query form page initiating a process for navigating through the available chat room

lobbies. In particular, the web server 1 1 returns a web page allowing entry of a sports lobby

choice, a politics lobby choice, a travel, lobby choice, a romantic conversation lobby choice, a

move/film lobbies choice and a music lobby choice. For example, Figure 21 depicts an

exemplary web page with image maps with conventional displayed "buttons" corresponding to

these choices. Figure 21a depicts a similar web page in accordance with an alternative

embodiment.

[0128] As noted above, the lobbies are preferably stored in a relational database specifying the

associations amongst lobbies, sub-lobbies and rooms. Also, in a further aspect of the present
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embodiment, the web page ofFigure 21 also displays indicators showing the concentration of

compatible friends and mates in each active lobby. Here, the displayed indicators comprise one

to three check marks reflecting the concentration of compatible mates and one to three green

lights reflecting the concentration of compatible friends. Again, this information relating to the

concentration of compatible participants is derived from the concentration variables stored in

Step 400 ofFigure 9 and determined in accordance with the discussion ofFigure 10. By

providing for the display of indicators showing the concentration of likely compatible friends

and mate, the dating related web site allows more informed user navigation to a desired chat

room.

[0129] In the presently described embodiment, the user selects the "sports lounge" choice in

Step 420 and, in response, in Step 430 the web server 1 1 returns a web page allowing entry of a

sports "football" sub-lobby choice, "hockey" sub-lobby choice, "basketball" sub-lobby choice,

"coach recently fired at MSU" sub-lobby choice and "drug testing" sub-lobby choice. For

example, Figure 22 depicts an exemplary web page with image maps with conventional

displayed "buttons" corresponding to these choices. The first three choices, "football,"

"hockey," and "basketball," refer to sub-topics of discussion involving particular sports within

the broader category of the "sports" topic chosen in Step 420. The last two choices, "Coach fired

at MSU" and "drug testing," refer to sub-topics of conversation involving currently controversial

sport-related issues within the broader category of the "sports" topic chosen. Also, as with

Figure 21, the web page also displays indicators showing the concentration of compatible friends

and mates in each active sub-lobby within the chosen "sports" lobby. Again, the displayed

indicators comprise one to three check marks reflecting the concentration of compatible mates

and one to three green lights reflecting the concentration of compatible friends. And again, by

providing for the display of indicators showing the concentration of likely compatible friends

and mates, the dating related web site allows more informed user navigation to a desired chat

room.

[0130] In an alternative embodiment, the user selects the music lobby in Step 420 and a sub-

lobby screen such as that shown in Figure 22a is displayed.

[0131] Getting back to the presently described embodiment, the user selects the "hockey" sub-

lobby choice in Step 440 and, in response, in Step 450 the web server 1 1 returns a web page

allowing a choice of either automatic navigation to a desired chat room within the chosen sub-

lobby, or manual selection of a chat room within the chosen sub-lobby. For example, Figure 23

depicts an exemplary web page with query form fields and image maps with conventional
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displayed "buttons" corresponding to these choices. (Figure 23a shows a similar screen wherein

the user instead specified the "music" lobby and "jazz" sub-lobby choices).

[0132] If the user specifies a room number in the query field and selects the manual navigation

choice, the web server 1 1 determines a chat room in accordance with the user's choice in step

460. Otherwise if the user selects the automatic navigation choice, then in Step 470 the web

server 1 1 determines a chat room using an algorithm for automatically determining a chat room

within the selected sub-lobby having optimally compatible participants.

[0133] Figure 1 1 shows an exemplary method for automatically determining for the user, given

a selected sub-lobby, a chat room having optimally compatible participants. In particular, the

exemplary process is initiated in Steps 600 and 605, with "MaxPoints" and "Room Chosen"

variables initialized to zero and "none," respectively.

[0134] Next in Step 610 the next room (that is, the first room in the first iteration) in the sub-

lobby is retrieved by the web server 11. In Step 615 a "Room Points" variable for the retrieved

room is set to zero and in Step 620 the current room is identified as the room retrieved.

[0135] Next in Step 625 the next participant (that is, the first participant in the first iteration) in

the retrieved room is retrieved by the server 1 1. In Steps 630 and 635, the web server determines

whether the user and the retrieved participant are a relationship match, the extent to which the

user and the retrieved participant are likely compatible on a friendship level and whether or not

the level of friendship compatibility exceeds certain thresholds.

[0136] Figure 12a shows in greater detail the step of determining whether there is a

relationship match between the user and retrieved participant as depicted in Step 630 of Figure

1 1 . In particular, as depicted in Steps 700-730, the web server 1 1 uses the profiles of the

retrieved participant and user to determine if either: a) the retrieved participant is not of the

gender desired by the user; b) the retrieved participant is not within the age range desired by the

user; c) the participant is outside a city the user desires to meet people in; d) the participant is

outside the region the user desires to meet people in; e) the participant is outside the country the

user desires to meet people in; f) the participant is a member of a religion the user stated he

preferred not to date; or g) the participant is not a member of a religion the user stated he

preferred to date. If all of these conditions are false, then in Step 735 a "Relationship Match"

variable is set to true and in Step 745 the "Relationship Match" variable is returned indicating a

relationship match between the user and participant. Otherwise, if any one of the conditions

considered in Steps 700-730 is true, the "Relationship Match" variable is set to "false" in Step

740 and is returned in Step 745 indicating no relationship match exists between the user and
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participant. As desired, the "relationship match" may include "friendship match" criteria of the

type described below in connection with Figure 12b.

[0137] Figure 12b shows in greater detail the step of determining the extent to which the user

and the retrieved participant are compatible on a friendship level and whether or not the level of

friendship compatibility exceeds certain thresholds as depicted in Step 635 of Figure 11. In

particular, in Steps 750 and 755, the "Points Earned" and "Points Possible" variables are

initialized to zero.

[0138] In Steps 760 through 775, the web server 1 1 cycles through each area of interest

specified by either the user or the participant. Such areas of interest (e.g., books, movies) are

specified depicted in Figure 19 and are stored in subscriber profiles as described earlier. In the

presently described embodiment, the web server 1 1 or a database associated with the web server

1 1 also includes a database of associating weighting values (Le., a number ofpoints) with each

area of interest. For "sports" may have an associated value of 50 points, while "books" may

have an associated value of 100 points. The weighting value of the areas of in interest is a

judgment that the site provider may make based on a variety of factors and effectively allows the

site provider to prioritize the importance of areas interest with respect to the compatibility

determination (e.g., having sports activities in common may be considered more important than

having an interest in books in common). In Step 760, the web server 1 1 retrieves the next area

of interest specified by either the user or participant. Ifboth the user and the participant

specified the area of interest (e.g., books), then in Step 765 the weight value of the area of

interest is retrieved and added to the "Points Earned" variable value and to the "Points Possible"

variable value. Otherwise, in Step 770, if only one of the user or participant have the area of

interest in their profiles, only the "Points Possible" variable is incremented by the weight value

ofthe area of interest. In Step 775, the web server 1 1 checks ifthere are other areas of interest

specified by either the user or participant and, if so, processing begins again with Step 760 and

continues until all areas of interest specified by either the user or the participant have been

processed.

[0139] Next, in Steps 780 through 787, the web server 1 1 cycles through each of a set "area of

interest combinations" stored at the web server 1 1 or an associated database. In the presently

described embodiment, "area of interest combinations" are combinations comprising two areas

of interest (e.g., hockey and skiing, movies and theatre) for which the site provider has provided

an association. Preferably such associations are implemented with links in a relational database

storing the area of interest combinations. In the presently described embodiment, the areas of

interest combinations are created by the site provider to account for the fact that two individuals
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may have similar areas of interest even ifthey do not specify an identical area of interest. For

example, a participant that specified "skiing" as an area of interest may have interests similar to a

participant specifying other winter sports, such as "hockey as an interest. If the site provider

determines that this would in general be the case, then the area of interest combination "skiing-

hockey" can be included in the relational database. Further, as with areas of interest, the web

server 1 1 of the presently described embodiment, or a database associated with the web server

11, also includes records associating weighting values (i.e. , a number ofpoints) with each area

of interest combination. For example, a "skiing-hockey" area of interest combination may have

an associated point value of20 points while a "movie-theatre" are of interest combination may

have an associated point value of 10 points. As with the weighting of areas of interest, the

weighting values associated with area of interest combinations allow the site provider to

prioritize the importance of area interest combinations and their respective impact on the

compatibility determination (e.g. , if a first participant enjoys hockey while a second enjoys

skiing, that fact may be considered more relevant than ifthe first participant enjoys movies while

the second enjoys theatre). In Step 780, the web server 1 1 retrieves the next area of interest

combination in a database. Ifthe user specified one component of the area of interest

combination pair while the participant specified the other component, then in Step 785 the

weight value of the area of interest combination is retrieved and added to the "Points Earned"

variable value and to the "Points Possible" variable value. In Step 790, the web server 1 1 checks

if there are other area of interest combinations in the database storing this information and, if so,

processing begins again with Step 780 and continues until all area of interest combinations in the

database have been processed.

[0140] Next in Step 790, a "Percentage Match" variable is set to the "Points Earned" value

divided by the "Points Possible" value. The "Percentage Match" variable indicates the degree to

which there is a friendship compatibility between the user and participant. Next, in Step 792, the

"Percentage Match" value is discretized by characterizing the level of friendship compatibility

into one of three categories. That is, if the "Percentage Match" value is greater than or equal to a

certain threshold value (e.g., 80%), then a "Friendship Match" variable is set to "green"

indicating a high degree of friendship compatibility between the user and participant. Otherwise,

ifthe "Percentage Match" value is less than the threshold value but greater than or equal to

another threshold value (e.g., 60%), then the "Friendship Match" variable is set to "yellow"

indicating a medium degree of friendship compatibility between the user and participant.

Otherwise, ifthe "Percentage Match" value is less than both threshold values, the "Friendship
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Match" variable is set to "red" indicating a low degree of friendship compatibility between the

user and participant.

[0141] Note that the matching algorithm of the present invention is in no way intended to be

limited to Figures 12a or 12b. In alternative embodiments, the process of determining whether a

user and retrieved participant are compatible friends may be implemented, perhaps more

efficiently, using a single loop program structure, rather than a two loop program structure. For

example, in the following pseudocode, data is stored for each registered player corresponding to

that player's interest. The data is structured such that each such interest is also stored with four

similar or often related interests, thus also specifying four area of interest combinations formed

partly by the players interest. For example, the following:

Interests = [1 (Animals and Pets), [37(Recreation), 33(Parenting), 23(Horses),

19(Environmental)]]

represents data stored for one registered player representing one of the player's interests (animals

and pets) as well as four other interests that may often be correlated with a love of animal and

pets. Once such a data structure with corresponding data is created for each interest for each

player, the following may be used to determine whether a user and retrieved participant are

compatible friends:

Points_for_Green = 200

Points_for_Yellow = 100

Points__for_Match = 100

PointsJfcr_Al = 70

Points_for_A2 = 40
Points_for_A3 = 20

Points_for_A4 = 10

For each person

Load all ofthe person's interests

For each person (PI)

For each other person (P2)

Initialize Score for P1_P2 to 0

For each interest that PI has (I)

IfP2 has interest I, add Points_for_Match to Score for P1_P2
Else IfP2 has Al, add Points__for_Al to Score for P1_P2
Else IfP2 has A2, add Points__for_A2 to Score for P1_P2
Else IfP2 has A3, add Points_for__A3 to Score for P1_P2
Else IfP2 has A4, add Points_for_A4 to Score for P1_P2

If Score for P1_P2 >= Points_for__Green then

The light for P2 on Pi's screen will be green

Else If Score for P1_P2 >= PointsJfor_Yellow then
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else

The light for P2 on Pi's screen will be yellow

The light for P2 on Pi's screen will not show up

PCT/US2004/024523

INTERESTS MATCHING WITH WEIGHTING FUNCTION

[0142] In the above embodiments, members in group chat rooms are placed in such chat

rooms based on a calculation of interest-based compatibility to each other member of the chat

room. The degree of compatibility among specific members ofthe chat room is conveyed by

display of a light that is alternatively green, yellow, or unlit relative to each other member of the

chat room. The computation of compatibility is based on a true-false response set by each

member relative to a set of pre-defined interests. Each interest is examined for each member

combination and aggregated to a total number ofcommon selected interests.

[0143] In a presently preferred embodiment, the interest-based compatibility is instead

assessed as a function of an indication by members concerning not just a true-false response set

but the degree of subscription or non-subscription a member has to each interest. That is,

members are provided the opportunity to indicate on a scale of -5 to +5 the degree to which they

are interested or disinterested in a given item or interest area (example: Art). The results are then

accumulated to establish the degree of interest-based alignment among members. A sample

interface for eliciting such information is illustrated in Figure 19d.

[0144] In accordance with this embodiment ofthe invention, the dating website operator

may choose whether the degree of interest is best assessed based on two competing approaches:

(1) The total number ofmatching interests.

(2) The degree of alignment among matching interests.

[0145] The algorithm to accommodate the total number ofmatching interests (the first

approach) maybe summarized as follows:

(1) Compare each interest item for two members.

(2) Ignore the interest item unless both members are interested in the item (+1 through

+5) or both members are disinterested in the item (-1 through -5).

(3) In the case of mutual interest or mutual disinterest in the item, note each such

occurrence as a common perspective on the interest.

(4) Accumulate the total number ofcommon perspectives.

(5) Assess the degree of compatibility as a function ofthe total number ofcommon

perspectives.

[0146] On the other hand, the algorithm to accommodate the degree of alignment among

matching interests (the second approach) may be summarized as follows:
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(1) Compare each interest item for two members.

(2) Ignore the interest item unless both members are interested in the item (+1

through +5) or both members are disinterested in the item (-1 through -5).

(3) In the case ofmutual interest or mutual disinterest in the item, note each such

occurrence as a common perspective on the interest.

(4) In the case ofmutual interest or mutual disinterest in the item, obtain the absolute

difference between each member's ranking of that item. (Example: -5 versus -3 =

2)

(5) Accumulate the total number ofcommon perspectives.

(6) Accumulate the total value of absolute differences.

(7) Assess the degree of compatibility as a function ofthe total value of the absolute

difference between each member's ranking of all items divided by the total

number ofcommon perspectives.

(8) The highest degree of correlation between two members will appear in the form

of the lowest absolute difference divided by the total number ofmatching interest

items. For example, a ratio of 1 divided by 7 is a stronger match than a ratio of 1

divided by 3.

(9) In the case ofmembers for whom the degree ofmatch among common

perspectives is perfect, i.e., 0, then a sort will be performed under which the

higher degree of correlation will be attached to matches for which the

denominator (total common perspectives) is higher. For example, two members

with 0 deviation among 7 interests will be ranked higher than two members with 0

deviation among 5 interests. In both cases, the light will be set to green; however,

the order in which each member is displayed to the common matching member

will connote that one has ranked higher than the other.

[0147] Such algorithms for determining the total number ofmatching interests and the

degree of alignment among those matching interests may be implemented as follows:

User Interaction : User defines member interest filter option

Set member_interest_filter option to "Cumulative"

Display member_interest_filter options

Cumulative — Sort member matches by interest_match totals

Ratio - Sort member matches by dividing interest match totals by number of

member interest matches

If user selects "Ratio"

Set member interest filter to "Ratio"
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Store Result

PCT/US2004/024523

User Interaction: User defines interests

Display System Defined Interests

User selects importance ranking for each interest that applies to user

Store Result

Interest Match
While not at the end of list

Where member has matching interests to user

For each matching interest

Select user_importance_ranking for matching interest

Select member_importance_ranking for matching interest

If member_importance_ranking threshold is the same measure as

useMmportanceranking
Add absolute difference between user_importance ranking and

member_importance ranking to member_interest__match subtotal

Add 1 to memberjtnatchtotal
End If

Repeat

Sum member_interest_match subtotals as member_interest_match__total

If member_interest_filter is "Cumulative"

Sort members for user interest match by ascending memberJnterest_matchJotal

Ifmemberjbtiterest_filter is "Ratio"

Sort members for user interest match by ascending result of dividing

member_interest_match_total by memberjnatch_total

Example:

[0148] Assume that a user and two members ofthe dating web site of the invention have

the following interest weightings in the listed categories:

Auto Collectibles Food&
Wine

Fashion Internet

User 1 -1 -3 4 3

Member 1 0 0 -2 4 1

Member 2 3 -2 -3 0 3

The user would have the following matches with Member 1

:

Food & Wine

User = -3

Member = -2

Add 1 to Member 1 member_interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 1 member_match_total

Fashion
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User = 4

Member = 4

Add 0 to Member 1 member_interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 1 member_match_total

Internet

User = 3

Member = 1

Add 2 to Member 1 member_interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 1 member match total

memberinterestmatch = 3

member_match_total = 3

and the following matches with Member 2:

Auto

User=l

Member = 3

Add 2 to Member 2 member_interest__match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 2 member_match_total

Collectibles

User = -1

Member = -2

Add 1 to Member 2 member_interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 2 member_match_total

Food & Wine

User = -3

Member = -3

Add 0 to Member 2 member_interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 2 member_match__total

Internet

User = 3

Member == 3

Add 0 to Member 2 member interest_match subtotal

Add 1 to Member 2 member match total
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member_interest_match = 3

member_match_total = 4

In this embodiment, ifthe user or a member is neutral, then the member_interest_match is not

determined as the member has no preference for that item. Of course, a differential with the

neutral could also be calculated in accordance with the invention.

[0149] If the user's member_interest_filter is set to "Cumulative," then a member sort

yields:

Member 1 (3)

Member 2 (3)

On the other hand, if the user's member_interest_filter is set to "Ratio," then a member sort

yields:

Member 2 (3/4 -.75)

Member 1 (3/3 = 1)

[0150] An additional information intake screen may be used to permit member matches

to be included in the same algorithm for the purposes of further honing the interests match. The

screen illustrated in Figure 19e, titled My Pursuits, requests the member to indicate the amount

of importance he/she places on a range of activities. The possible answers to each activity and

their associated values are:

-2 Not at All Important

- 1 Not Very Important

0 Important

1 Very Important

2 My Primary Focus

Each match between members will be aggregated to the total ofcommon perspectives as

described above. Likewise, the degree ofmatch between members will be included in the total

value of absolute differences and compared to the total ofcommon perspectives as discussed

above with respect to the degree of alignment method. Over time, as the web site operator comes

to assess the validity ofthe Interests set versus the Pursuits set, the associated values ofthe

Pursuits set may be adjusted to a wider or tighter range than shown above.

AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION

[0151] Turning back now to the automatic navigation algorithm ofFigure 11, having

determined a value for the "Relationship Match" and "Friendship Match" variables in Steps 630
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and 635 (and as detailed in Figures 12a and 12b and preferably modified to include weighting

criteria as described above), in Step 640 the web server 1 1 next increments the "Room Points"

value for the retrieved room by three if "Relationship Match" has a value of "true." In Step 645,

the web server 1 1 increments the "Room Points" value for the retrieved room by two if

"Friendship Match" has a value of "green." Similarly, in Step 650, the web server 1 1 increments

the "Room Points" value for the retrieved room by one if "Friendship Match" has a value of

"yellow." Ifnone of these conditions apply, then the "Room Points" value for the retrieved room

is not incremented as a result ofprocessing of the participant retrieved in Step 625.

[0152] In Step 655 the server 1 1 checks whether the participant retrieved in Step 625 is the last

participant in the retrieved room. If there are additional participants, Steps 625-655 are repeated

so that all participants in the retrieved room are processed.

[0153] Once all participant in the retrieved room have been processed, in Step 660, the server

1 1 determines whether the value of"Room Points" for the retrieved room exceeds the value

currently stored in the "MaxPoints" variable. (Note that this condition will always be satisfied

for the first room retrieved in the process depicted in Figure 11). If so, then the "MaxPoints"

variable is set to the "Room Points" value for the retrieved room and the "Room Chosen"

variable is set to the retrieved room. Next in Step 665 the server 1 1 determines whether the

retrieved room is the last to be processed in the selected sub-lobby. If there are additional rooms

in the selected sub-lobby, then steps 610 through 660 are repeated until all rooms in the selected

sub-lobby have been retrieved and processed. In this way, "MaxPoints" is always set to the

"RoomPoints" value for the room having the greatest "Room Points" while "Room Chosen" is

assigned a value identifying that room.

[0154] Finally, in Step 670 the "Room Chosen" variable is returned as an indicator of the chat

room having the most optimally compatible participants.

[0155] Turning back to the user navigation process ofFigure 9, in Step 480, once the chat

room is determined, whether automatically in accordance with the "Room Chosen" variable

discussed in connection with Figure 1 1 or manually by the user, the web server 1 1 (or a chat

server) finally serves a page representation of a chat room environment corresponding to the chat

room determined in Step 460 or 450. (The page representing a chat room environment may also

be generated locally by chat software on the client 99. In addition note that the chat server and

web server may represent respective software components on a single physical server). An

exemplary page representing a chat environment and facilitating an Internet Relay in accordance

with the presently described embodiment is shown in Figures 24 an 24a.
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[0156] Internet Relay Chat is known in the art as a conventional way for Internet subscribers to

"chat" with one another via keyboards 195 in real time. To facilitate this process, the client 20

may have any chat client software installed thereon that connects to a chat server. In the

presently described embodiment, the user's client 20 has chat client software installed that may

be downloaded from the dating related web site in conventional fashion. The client 20 is also

connected and logged on to a chat server and channel upon receipt of the chat room page of

Figure 24 and 24a. In Figures 24 and 24c, the messages are viewed from the large center

window depicted.

[01571 In conventional fashion, the chat server is connected in the Internet with other chat

servers in conventional "spanning tree" fashion (shown in Figure 25) to speed the transmission

of participant messages from server to server. User messages are sent from the keyboard 195 by

the client chat software to the connected chat server and are then broadcast from chat server to

other chat servers to which participants have access. Messages are thus broadcast to the client

software of other participants logged in to the chat room selected in real time, and such

participants have the same ability to generate and broadcast messages.

[0158] In the presently described embodiment, as in a typical chat room environment, each

message is associated with a handle identifying the sender of the message. In the chat

environment depicted in Figure 24, the screen names (e.g., "kim," "shelly," "ken") stored in

participant user files function as such handles. Further, in an advantageous aspect of the present

invention, in addition to screen names, the screen image icons stored in participant profiles are

also associated with the chat participants in the chat environment depicted in Figure 24. (Again,

these icons may represent pre-defined icons that allow the participants to maintain anonymity, or

actual photos ofthe participants as shown in the alternative chat room environment depicted in

Figure 24). Further as depicted in Figure 24, in the exemplary chat environment illustrated, if

there is a relationship match between the user and a participant, then a checkmark will be shown

in the relationship possibility indicator displayed with the screen icon, screen name and gender

of the participant. In the presently described embodiment, the web server 1 1 determines whether

there is a relationship match among chat participants in accordance with the exemplary algorithm

discussed in connection with Figure 12a. In alternative embodiments, a separate chat server

performs those functions required to facilitate chat functionality. Similarly, ifthere is a

friendship match between the user and a participant, then a green light will be shown in the

friendship possibility indicator displayed with the screen icon, screen name and gender ofthe

participant. Again, in the presently described embodiment, the web server 1 1 may determine the

extent of friendship compatibility among chat participants and whether that compatibility
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exceeds a threshold indicating a friendship match (i.e., "green") in accordance with the

exemplary algorithm discussed in connection with Figure 12b and the weighting algorithms

described above.

[0159] In a further advantageous aspect of a chat environment featured in the presently

described embodiment, the web server 1 1 (or chat server) will continually monitor the profiles of

all players on the system and advise the participants when rooms develop that have more

Friendship or Relationship matches than the chat in which they are currently participating. This

determination may be derived by repeatedly executing an algorithm such as the exemplary

algorithm discussed in connection with Figure 10.

[0160] Also, in yet another advantageous aspect of a dating related web site in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention, ifthe user engages in chat (Figure 24b shows a series of

chat messages among participants) and finds a chat participant desirable, the user and that

participant may choose to take advantage of a "virtual date" feature.

[0161] In particular, apart from the "Send" button for sending normal chat messages, the

screen in Figure 24b also features a "Send Private Message" button. When the user selects the

button while participating in a chat session, the web server 1 1 (or chat server) responds by

forwarding data corresponding to a screen such as that shown in Figure 24c. Next, in the

presently described embodiment, the user elects to send a private message and a "Send a Private

Message Screen" is caused to be served from the web sever 1 1 (or chat server). An exemplary

screen interface is depicted in Figure 24d. This screen allows the user to specify a private

message which is sent to only the recipient indicated in the "Player Name" field. Upon selection

of the "Send" button, the client computer generates packets comprising the specified message

destined for the web server 1 1 (or chat server(s)). The web server (chat server 11) maintains a

network address listing for the computer of each participant in the chat room and maintains

associations between participant identifiers and corresponding network addresses in accordance

with techniques known in the art. Thus, the web server (chat server) 1 1 can complete the private

message by causing the message to be sent only to the computer corresponding to the recipient

specified by the sender. In this way, participants can conduct private virtual conversations that

may express interests and feelings they do not wish to make public.

[0162] Once participants engage in such a private conversation, they may decide to use the

sites virtual dating facility. Thus, turning now to Figure 13, in Step 800, one of the two

conversants decides to book a private room. To do so, the player selects the "Book a Private

Room" button shown in Figure 24d. In response the web server 1 1 (chat server) serves data
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corresponding to a screen such as that shown in Figure 24e. The screen gives the player the

option ofbooking a room and inviting another player to the private room.

[0163] In response, the web server 1 1 (chat server) causes a screen such as that depicted in

Figure 24f to be served to the invited player's computer. Again, this is accomplished as the web

server 1 1 maintains lists ofnetwork addresses and corresponding participants for each participant

in the chat room.

[0164] In the present described embodiment, the invite player selects the "Accept" button. In

response, in Step 810, data corresponding to a screen such as that shown in Figure 24g is served

to both players' computers. The page allows the players to engage in a private chat.

[0165] When either player clicks "Enter" to proceed, an interface such as that shown in Figure

24h is displayed on both player screens. The screen provides choices corresponding to virtual

activities the players may engage in. Again, all the while the while (chat) server 1 1 allows the

players to participate in a private chat. In this way, the players can discuss a choice before

making it.

[0166] In the presently described embodiment, one ofthe players selects the "Interactive

Movies" selection. As result, a screen such as that shown in Figure 24i is displayed on both

player screens. The interface allows the players to select the interactive movie clip, or "Virtual

Date," that the players wish to see. For example, the players may select an "Island Getaway"

vacation or a "Space Fantasy" vacation. In the presently described embodiment, an interface

such as that depicted in Figure 24j is also displayed on the player screens allowing each player to

specify an icon that will represent them during he course of their "virtual date."

[0167] hi response to the players' selections, in Step 830, a digital video clip corresponding to

the choice is downloaded and executed on both player client computers using techniques known

in the art. In the presently described embodiment, the clip also displays two icons—one male

and one female—that are displayed as taking part in the video clip. In one embodiment ofthe

present invention, the players respective icons respond in interactive fashion—that is, the icons

are controlled by each player. For example, in some scenes a layer could elect to initiate a 'hug'

action which would cause the screens to both players to show a 'hug' sequence. In this

embodiment, the interactive movies also include sound effects that can be initiated by one player

and heard by both. In addition, the both players are given the continued ability to engage in

private chat as depicted in the upper left corner of Figure 24k and Steps 830 and 840 of Figure

vl3.

PHYSICAL/PERSONALITY ATTRACTIVENESS EVALUATION AND FILTERING
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[0168] The information provided by the prospective member when joining the dating system of

the invention, including the member's photograph, essay responses, interests, pursuits, and the

like, is used in accordance with the invention to evaluate and filter the member database to

facilitate the finding of a compatibility match when a member searches the member database. In

particular, the present invention permits a member to search the member database based on a

member's physical appearance and/or personality as determined by the community ofmembers.

This feature of the invention allows members for which physical appearance is a very significant

criterion to search based on physical appearance while also permitting other members for which

personality is a very significant criterion to search based on personality compatibility. In both

cases, community based opinions ofthe respective members' physical appearances and

personalities are used to provide more suitable matches. Such a system thus accounts for gender-

specific differences in approaches to dating. Of course, both approaches may be combined to

provide a more robust search approach.

[0169] The present invention further includes two methods for evaluating the physical

attractiveness and/or personality of individual members of an online dating service and factoring

physical attractiveness and/or personality criteria into member searches. As will be explained in

detail below, a first approach accumulates a total number of "attractive" votes per every hundred

voters to infer the degree to which someone is considered physically attractive and/or has a

desirable personality, puts them in groups and then searches the member database based on the

groups the user wants to see relative to his/her own ranking. A second approach instead sets up a

table ofrankings (1 through 10) that is cross-correlated to the dominant rank ofthe members

doing the ranking and then searches the member database looking for members who have been

assigned a given rank by other members who have the same dominant rank as the user.

[0170] In accordance with the invention, the physical attractiveness criteria and the relationship

criteria are rated by the community and processed in the same fashion by the algorithms of the

invention. Thus, the matching algorithms will be described in the context ofmatching physical

attractiveness with the understanding that the same algorithms may be used to match personality

characteristics in accordance with the invention. As appropriate, interfaces illustrating physical

attractiveness and personality matching in accordance with the invention will be provided for

purposes of clarification.

First Embodiment of the Physical/Personality Attractiveness Evaluation

[0171] The physical appearance and personality of each member in the system is evaluated and

used as part of the matching algorithm. The system may display target members for evaluation

by, for example, allowing a user to choose an option of evaluating new members, of evaluating
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members encountered in a chat room or other remoting service provided by the system, of

evaluating members that contact that member, or of evaluating members found in a search.

When a member evaluates a target member, the evaluating member's ID, target member's ED

and rating are stored and the target member's rating average is updated.

[0172] In this fashion, each member ofthe member pool is evaluated as to his/her physical

attractiveness and/or personality by other members of the member pool. The physical

attractiveness evaluation is based on pictures provided by the member and is separated into two

primary categories: Physically attractive or Not physically attractive. Similarly, the personality

attractiveness evaluation is based on inputs provided by the member in response to interests,

activities and other relationship criteria provided by the member in an initial or subsequent

questionnaires provided by the web site.

[0173] In accordance with a first embodiment of the physical attractiveness algorithm of the

invention, members rank other members' pictures according to whether the member being

ranked is judged to be:

Very physically attractive

Above average physically attractive

Average physically attractive

Not physically attractive

Members receive no (0) points ifthe ranking member assigns the characteristic of "Not

physically attractive" and receive one (1) point ifthe ranking member assigns any other of the

three remaining characteristics "Very physically attractive", "Above average physically

attractive", or "Average physically attractive". A tally ofpoints is maintained and members are

placed into one of four groups based on the total number ofpoints they have accumulated. Of

course, members may also be granted more points for being more physically attractive.

[0174] In accordance with the first embodiment ofthe physical attractiveness rating feature of

the invention, it is assumed, by way of example, that the online dating site has 100 members and

that each member has ranked every other member by the above four characteristics. It is next

assumed that 10 members received the characteristic "Very physically attractive", 25 members

received the characteristic "Above average physically attractive," 45 members received the

characteristic "Average physically attractive," and 20 members received the characteristic "Not

physically attractive." The above results could be illustrated as follows:

10 members were voted "Very attractive" by 100 members

25 members were voted "Above average attractive" by 100 members

45 members were voted "Average attractive" by 100 members
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20 members were voted "Not attractive" by 100 members

[0175] Since each member has been ranked by every other member, the system knows with

certainty how each member views all other members with respect to physical attractiveness and

can limit the searches of any member accordingly. However, in the case of some online dating

sites, the system cannot know how each member views every other member since there are too

many members to whom each member would have to provide rankings. Consequently, the

system will have to infer the classification that a given member would choose to assign to

another given member. To accomplish this inference, the system refers to the population of

members who have received rankings from other members and correlates those rankings to the

rank received by the member who is conducting the search. Note that, to be eligible to conduct

an appearance based search, a member preferably will have to have received a predetermined

number of rankings, e.g., at least 50 rankings.

[0176] Now, assume that the online dating site has 1,000,000 members and that the following

points have been accumulated:

Table 1

Category Category Points

Physically attractive 380,000

Not physically attractive 20,000

Total Rankings 400,000

[0177] The system then breaks the "Physically attractive" category into four (4) separate

groups. This is done to determine members' relative physical attractiveness within the pool of

380,000 physically attractive members. The remaining 20,000 members are not going to be

included in the results of any members searching with the criteria ofphysical attractiveness since

no members ranked them as physically attractive. The groups are delineated by the average

number ofpoints received by the members. The group delineations can be modified up or down

to reflect whether members believe the site is accurately classifying the physical attractiveness of

the pool ofmembers.

[0178] The determination of the group to which a member is assigned depends on the total

points accumulated by that member relative to the number ofmembers who ranked the member.

For example, if a member was judged to be physically attractive by all 100 members who

provided rankings, that member would receive a score of 100. If a member was judged to be

physically attractive by 70 members who provided rankings, that member would receive a score

of 70. If a member was judged to be physically attractive by 50 members who provided rankings,

that member would receive a score of 50. If a member was judged to be physically attractive by

15 members who provided rankings, that member would receive a score of 15.
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[0179] The 380,000 are thus grouped as follows:
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Table 2

Category Category Percentile Cutoff Members in Category

1
st Group 90 38,000

2
nd

Group 70 76,000

3
rd Group 55 95,000

4
th Group 1 171,000

Total Rankings 380,000

[0180] Now assume that the searching member has received at least 50 rankings from other

members and that the average of those rankings has resulted in their accumulating 68 points

which then places them in the 3
rd

group. Further assume that the profile of the searching member

indicates his/her desire to meet other members who are in the category directly below him/her.

No member is informed as to the category to which he/she has been assigned or the category to

which other members have been assigned. However, the online dating site knows that the group

directly below this member is the 4
th
group. Accordingly, the results of the search will include

only those members who are classified in the 4th
group. [Of course, the searching member will

have specified other filtering criteria such as a desired age range, location, etc. so the pool of

featured profiles returned to the searching member is correspondingly smaller.]

Judgments within a Group

[0181] As noted above, members rank other members' pictures according to whether the

member being ranked is judged to be:

Very physically attractive

Above average physically attractive

Average physically attractive

Not physically attractive

However, despite having stored members' judgments as to whether another member was

determined to be "Very physically attractive," "Above average physically attractive," or

"Average physically attractive," the use of that information was limited above to simply whether

a member was judged to be "Physically attractive" or "Not physically attractive". No weight was

given to the more descriptive rankings in order to avoid bias.

[0182] If it is now hypothesized that less attractive members of a community may tend to give

higher rankings to more attractive people than would be given by other more attractive members

ofthe community and, similarly, that more attractive members of the community may tend to

give lower rankings to less attractive people than would be given by other less attractive
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members of the community, the effect would be to place members in groups to which the other

members of the group may tend to disagree as to their inclusion, thereby causing the members of

the group to have less confidence in the ability of the website to properly filter members' profiles

by the criteria ofphysical attractiveness.

[0183] Accordingly, three further uses ofthe ranking information are desired: (1) to determine

the relative ease or harshness by which specific members of a group judge other members ofthe

group, (2) to apply the determination of the manner in which members rank other members as an

important additional indicator ofwhether two members are a personality match to one another,

and (3) to provide an order to assign to the search results as to those members who have been

previously judged by the searching member. These uses are described below.

Determining the relative ease or harshness by which specific members of a group judge

other members of the group

[0184] To make a determination ofthe relative ease or harshness by which a particular member

judges other members, a tally is kept for each member within a group as to how he/she judged

the other members that were placed in that group by the entire community. For example, within

the 2nd group, the following group and individual rankings may be found:

TableS
Group Ranked

Group
A Member Member Rankings

Ranked Group Compared to Group

Category Members Members Rankings

Very physically attractive 25% 10% (60.00%)

Above average physically attractive 30% 25% (16.67%)

Average physically attractive 30% 35% 16.67%

Not physically attractive 15% 30% 100.00%

Totals 100% 100% (18.87%)

[0185] The determination can be applied in two ways. For one, the member may be informed

ofhis/her degree ofharshness in ranking other members of his/her group and maybe asked to

indicate whether he/she only wants to see the top 10%, 35%, 70% or 100% of the group. For

another, the Category Percentile Cutoffs from Table 2 applied by the community to all its ranked

members may be upwardly adjusted so that the 1
st
group includes only the most physically

attractive members of the "Very physically attractive" group, the 2
nd

group includes more "Very

physically attractive" members and less "Average physically attractive" members, and so on.
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Determining the manner in which members rank other members as an additional indicator

ofwhether two members are a personality match to one another

[0186] As noted in detail above, the system ofthe invention may determine the compatibility

ofwebsite members from the indications by members of their areas of interest and place

compatible members in the same chat room. If it is further hypothesized that the extent to which

members may be easy or harsh judges of other members is an important additional indicator of

the likelihood of a personality match. In other words, harsh judges of other members may be well

regarded by other harsh judges and may be generally disliked by easy judges. The determination

ofwhether a member is a harsh or easyjudge of other members is made independently ofhow

the member might view themselves in this regard so the validity of the determination is more

assured. Since this personality feature can be expected to impact one's relationships, it is

employed as a criterion upon which to associate members in the chat rooms and that members

can search just as they might search on criteria such as age ranges, location, and gender.

Providing an order to assign to the search results as to those members who have been

previously judged by the searching member.

[0187] The order in which profiles are displayed to the searching member who has elected to

use physical attractiveness as a criterion can be set to the extent the searching member may have

previously ranked members who are now included in the returned profile list. For example,

members who the searching member ranked as "Very physically attractive" will be displayed

first then followed by members who the members ofthe searching members group ranked as

"Very physically attractive" and so on through the following categories. Members who the

searching member ranked as "Not physically attractive" will be eliminated in the search results

even though the community placed them in the searching member's group.

[0188] The application of the criteria ofphysical attractiveness to limit the search results

provided to a searching member has been illustrated above. Also of importance is the

acceptability of the searching member to each member included in the list of profiles compiled

by the search. Some searching members may not be concerned with whether the members of the

returned list will be likewise attracted to them. Other members will prefer to further narrow the

list only to those members for whom there is two-way attraction. Further, some members may

elect to block other members from being able to see them on the system if the other members do

not fall into the group to which the searching member has been classified. Note that each

member who elects to block or "hide" from other members will be given the choice to specify a

range of other groups that are acceptable to him/her. For example, a person in the 1
st
group might
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elect to be visible to members of the 2
nd

and 3
rd
group but not to be visible to members ofthe 1

st

and 4th
group. The online dating site operator does not provide or assume those judgments.

[0189] All the tests and methodology described above as they are applied to the searching

member can be equally applied to the members who are included in the list ofmembers meeting

the searching member's qualifications. For those members who elect to narrow the list to only

display two-way matches, the web-site will eliminate members from the list when the searching

member is not in a category ofphysical attractiveness the listed member wishes to meet.

Likewise, for members who may be clicking through the profiles database, the "clicking"

(searching) member will be unable to email or "Quick Message" profiles ofmembers who have

excluded them due to physical incompatibility. In the chat rooms, excluded members will not see

the picture, profile information, or the chat messages ofmembers that excluded them on the

physical attractiveness criteria.

[0190] Thus, the present invention provides a mechanism where members rated as "not

attractive" by the searcher are automatically deleted from any search results and members not

rated by the searcher but collectively rated as being outside ofthe searcher's range for "physical

attractiveness" also may be deleted from the search results. This feature minimizes the possibility

of a more attractive person being approached by a person to whom he/she is not attracted in an

environment which would otherwise have placed them "face to face". This solution also

minimizes the occurrences ofmembers quitting because they are emailed too frequently by

members to whom they are not attracted. Such a problem is magnified when the contact is

immediate as in the case of the chat environment.

Pseudocode

[0191] The first "physical attractiveness" method of the invention may be implemented in the

matching (search) software loaded on the online dating service's website. Sample pseudocode

for implementing the techniques of the first method are set forth below:

1) User Interaction: Evaluation of Target Member

Display (target) member for evaluation (by evaluator)

Let evaluator assign a ranking ofphysical attractiveness to target member
Let evaluator select whether to notify target member that a ranking has been assigned

Do not disclose ranking to target member
Record assigned ranking in database

2) Derive Average Rank of Target Member

For each ranking received by a target member (while not at end of list):

For each ranking of target member where ranking equals Not_attractive

Increment value of target member denominator
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For each ranking of target member where ranking equals Attractive

Increment value of target member denominator

Increment value of target member numerator

Repeat (while not at end of list)

Divide numerator by denominator

Store result as Average Rank of Target Member

3) Assign Target Member to a Group

Declare a number ofmember groups

Delineate groups by percentage of attractive votes received compared to total votes received

Use Average Rank of Target Member to assign target member to group

Example of above procedure (number of groups may change):

Declare four (4) groups delineated as follows:

Group 1 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 0% to 25%
Group 2 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 26% to 50%
Group 3 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 51% to 75%
Group 4 - Attractive votes divided by total votes == 76% to 100%

4) Modify Groups by Degree ofEase/Harshness of Evaluating Member

For each target member evaluated by Evaluator (while not at end of list)

Accumulate rank of Target Member from evaluator

Accumulate Average Rank of Target Member (from all evaluating members)

Repeat (while not at end of list)

Divide total rank of Target Member from evaluator by total Average Rank of Target Member
(from all evaluating members)

Adjust web-site defined member grouping cutoffs by degree of ease/harshness of evaluating

members
Store result

Example of above procedure:

Four (4) groups were previously delineated as follows:

Group 1 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 0% to 25%
Group 2 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 26% to 50%
Group 3 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 51% to 75%
Group 4 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 76% to 100%

Assume degree of ease/harshness for a given user equals 90%.

Divide group cutoffs by 90%

Four (4) groups are now delineated as follows:

Group 1 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 0% to 28%
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Group 2 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 29% to 56%
Group 3 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 57% to 83%
Group 4 - Attractive votes divided by total votes = 84% to 100%

5) User Interaction: User Search Preference - Relationships

User Search Preference - Friendships

Display user profile search preferences

Where category equals User Search Preference for Relationships

Set Filter_Search_Resultsj3y_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Relationship to No
Let user select whether to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

Ifuser selects to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

Set Filter_Search_Results_by_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Relationship to Yes

Let user select range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to filter members

returned to user from user-defined database search

Store selection

Where category equals User Search Preference for Friendships

Set Filter_Search_Resultsj3y_Ph^ to No
Let user select whether to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

If user selects to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

Set Filter_Search_Resultsj3y_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Friendship to Yes

Let user select a range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to filter members

returned to user from user-defined database search

Store selection

6) User Interaction: User Profile Display Preference During Searches Bv Other Members
— Relationships

User Profile Display Preference During Searches Bv Other

Members - Friendships

Display user profile display preferences

Where category equals User Profile Display Preference for Relationships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display__During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (to other members who are searching the

profile database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

If user selects to restrict display ofuser profile (to other members who are searching the profile

database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to Yes

Let user select range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to enable display of

user's profile to only those members falling within selected range

Store selection

Where category equals User Search Display Preference for Friendships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches__Friendships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (to other members who are searching the

profile database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness
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If user selects to restrict display ofuser profile (to other members who are searching the profile

database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Friendships to Yes
Let user select range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to enable display of

user's profile to only those members falling within selected range

Store selection

7) Obtain Profile Database Search Result: Relationship /Friendship

Relationship Search:

Where Filter_Search_Resultsj3y_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Relationship equals Yes
Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for relationships plus user selected downward search range for

relationships

While not at end of list

If user has ranked member then if user provided ranking equals Not attractive do next member
Ifmember physical attractiveness group is within User's_Calculated_Range

Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to No
Include member in relationship search result

Ifmember has set Res1rict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to Yes
Ifmember has ranked user then ifmember provided ranking equals Not attractive do next

member
Define Member 's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus member

selected upward search range for relationships plus member selected downward search range

for relationships

If user physical attractiveness group is within Member 5s_Calculated_Range

Include member in relationship search result

Repeat

Display profile database relationship search result

Friendship Search:

Where Filter_Search_Results_by_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Friendship equals Yes
Define User 's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for friendships plus user selected downward search range for

friendships

While not at end of list

If user has ranked member then ifuser provided ranking equals Not attractive do next member
Ifmember physical attractiveness group is within User ' s Calculated Range
Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Friendships to No
Include member in friendship search result

Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During__Profile_Searches__Friendships to Yes
Ifmember has ranked user then ifmember provided ranking equals Not attractive do next

member
Define Member's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus member

selected upward search range for friendships plus member selected downward search range

for friendships
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If user physical attractiveness group is within Member's_Calculated_Range
Include member in friendship search result

Repeat

Display profile database friendship search result

8) User Interaction: User Profile Display Preference While In Chat Rooms - Relationships

User Profile Display Preference While In Chat Rooms - Friendships

Display user profile display preferences

Where category equals User Profile Display Preference for Relationships

Set Res1xict_Profile_Display_WMle_In_Chat_Rooms_Relationships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display ofuser profile (while user is in chat room) by criteria

ofphysical attractiveness of other members in the same chat room
If user selects to restrict display of user profile (while user is in chat room) by criteria ofphysical

attractiveness of other members in the same chat room
Set Restrict_Profile_Display_WMle_In_Chat_Rooms_Relationships to Yes

Let user select range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to enable display

(while user is in chat room) of user's profile to only those members falling within selected

range

Store selection

Where category equals User Search Display Preference for Friendships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_While_In_Chat_Rooms_Friendships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (while user is in chat room) by criteria

ofphysical attractiveness of other members in the same chat room
If user selects to restrict display of user profile (while user is in chat room) by criteria ofphysical

attractiveness of other members in the same chat room
Set Restrict_Profile_Display_While_In_Chat_Rooms_Friendships to Yes

Let user select range above and below user's physical attractiveness ranking to enable display

(while user is in chat room) of user's profile to only those members falling within selected

range

Store selection

9) Restrict Profile Display while in Chat Rooms: Relationship /Friendship

Relationship Restriction:

Where Restrict_Profile_Display_While_In_Chat_Rooms_Relationships equals Yes

Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for relationships plus user selected downward search range for

relationships

For each member in chat room (while not at end of list)

Ifuser has ranked member then ifuser provided ranking equals Not attractive do next member
Ifmember physical attractiveness group is within User's_Calculated_Range

Display user to member
Repeat
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Friendship Restriction:

Where Restrict_Profile_Display_WMle_ln_Chat_Rooms_Friendships equals Yes

Define User'sCalculatedRange equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for friendships plus user selected downward search range for

friendships

For each member in chat room (while not at end of list)

If user has ranked member then if user provided ranking equals Not attractive do next member
Ifmember physical attractive group is within User's_Calculated_Range

Display user to member
Repeat

[0192] As noted above, this same algorithm may be used to evaluate the personality

attractiveness of respective members of the web site by substituting the personality attractiveness

data for the physical attractiveness data.

User Interface

[0193] The first embodiment of the "physical attractiveness" feature ofthe present invention

thus allows the user of a dating site to filter potential friends/mates using physical attractiveness

as a criteria. Figure 27 provides a sample snapshot of a profile screen for a hypothetical member.

In this example, the user has chosen to review the Interests section of the hypothetical member.

Above the Interests button is a button titled "Click here to Rate Physical Attractiveness". Once

the user clicks the Physical Attractiveness button, a new screen (Figure 28) is displayed on which

the user can provide a specific ranking of the degree to which the user finds the member to be

physically attractive. The user selects a ranking and also whether to notify the member that the

user has selected a ranking. The user finishes the interaction by clicking the RECORD button

whereupon the user is returned to the screen pictured in Figure 27. The user may revisit the

ranking screen of Figure 28 at a later date and review or revise his/her ranking.

[0194] The ranking provided by the user is compiled to the database. Rankings provided by

other members are also compiled to the database. Based on the rankings provided by all users

who ranked this member, the member is placed within a group ofmembers and the groups are

delineated by the level to which users found the member to be physically attractive. As noted

above, different users may judge member pictures more easily or harshly than all the members as

a whole. To address this, a ratio is determined and then applied to adjust the cutoffs used to

delineate the groups.

[0195] As illustrated in Figure 29, users can search the member database employing the criteria

of physical attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers who are returned for their review.
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[0196] As shown in Figure 30, users also can restrict the display of their profile to other

members within the member database based on the other members' physical attractiveness.

[0197] Figure 31 illustrates a sample screen showing search results including members meeting

physical attractiveness criteria and any other selected criteria that are returned for review by the

user.

[0198] Using, for example, the screen illustrated in Figure 32, users can restrict the display of

their profile while in a chat room to other members within the member database based on the

other members' physical attractiveness. As shown in Figure 33, members may appear or not

appear to other members in a chat room based on display criteria including members' physical

attractiveness and member selections concerning display of their profile while in chat rooms.

[0199] On the other hand, as noted above, the invention also allows the user to filter potential

mates using personality attractiveness as a criteria. Figure 34 illustrates a snapshot of a set of

members returned from a hypothetical database search. In the right panel, is a button, "Rate

Attractiveness", that the user can click to be taken to a screen that will let the user assign a

ranking of the degree to which he/she finds that member to possess an attractive personality.

The user may then evaluate a target member by clicking the Rate Attractiveness button. A new

screen, such as that in Figure 35, is displayed on which the user can provide a ranking of the

degree to which the user finds the member to have an attractive personality. The user selects a

ranking from those offered in Figure 35 and may revisit the ranking screen below at a later date

and review or revise his/her ranking. For example, in the event that the user meets the rated

person, the evaluation may be adjusted after the meeting to reflect the actual personality of the

rated person (at least from the perspective ofthe reviewer). In the absence of such an actual

meeting, the evaluation is based on information provided by members concerning their Interests

and Pursuits and their responses to essay questions. Examples of the screens members complete

to convey this information are illustrated in Figures 36-38.

[0200] Figure 36 illustrates several ofthe approximately 40 Interest and Pursuit categories that

become visible as the user continues to scroll down the page. The actual list of interests and

pursuits is not shown in Figure 36. As illustrated, the interests and pursuits are provided in

accordance with a rating key indicating the extent of the person's interest in the listed interest or

pursuit. As shown in Figure 37, additional Pursuit categories appear as the user continues to

scroll down the page. Also, as shown in Figure 38, additional questions may appear as the user

continues to scroll down the page. These questions allow the member to describe himself/herself

in his/her own words.
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[0201] Based on information such as that provided by a member in response to the input

screens ofFigures 36-38, the user ranks the personality ofthe target member. The ranking

provided by the user is then compiled to the database along with the rankings provided by other

members. The system ofthe invention then derives the average rank of the target member based

on the compiled rankings. Based on the rankings provided by all users who ranked this member,

the member is placed within a group ofmembers and the groups are delineated by the level to

which users found the member to have an attractive personality. Since different users may judge

members' personalities more easily or harshly than all the members as a whole, a ratio is

determined as in the physical attractiveness example above and then applied to adjust the cutoffs

used to delineate the groups.

[0202] Users can search the member database employing the criteria of personality

attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers who are returned for their review. For example, the

sample screen of Figure 39 illustrates how users may specify a profile for personality

attractiveness settings, while Figure 40 illustrates how user may restrict the display of their

profile to other members within the member database based on the other members 5

personality

attractiveness. As illustrated in Figure 41, members meeting personality attractiveness criteria

and any other selected criteria are returned for review. Using, for example, the sample screen of

Figure 42, users may restrict the display of their profile while in a chat room to other members

within the member database based on the other members' personality attractiveness. Then, as

illustrated in Figure 43, members appear or do not appear to other members in a chat room based

on display criteria including members' personality attractiveness and member selections

concerning display of their profile while in chat rooms.

The Second Embodiment of the Physical/Personality Attractiveness Evaluation

[0203] In accordance with a second embodiment of the "physical/personality attractiveness"

evaluation feature of the invention, the system creates attractiveness pools for user groupings.

For example, the system may elect to create 10 pools where the first pool is the lower boundary

(users chosen as least attractive by other members) and the tenth pool is the upper boundary

(users chosen as most attractive by other members). A rating description table is created to hold

the rating pool numbers and rating pool descriptions. The system may also create a system

ranking table which holds the user's ID, the user's system rank, the target member ID, the rating

given to a target member by the user, and the date the rating was inserted and/or updated. The

system also creates a member attractiveness table to hold the system pool number, the target

member ID, and the target member's average rating.
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[0204] A user becomes a member of the system by completing a member application

identifying member interests, basic user information, and a picture ofthe member. As in the first

method, each member of the member pool is evaluated as to his/her physical and/or personality

attractiveness by other members of the pool. The physical attractiveness evaluation is based on

pictures provided by the member and is separated into ten primary categories, "1 through 10" to

reflect whether a member is not attracted to the featured member which would result in a score

of 1, extremely attracted to the featured member which would result in a score of 10, or attracted

to some level between 2 and 9. The personality attractiveness evaluation, on the other hand, is

based on interests and pursuits and other personal information provided by a member.

Alternatively, the second method could employ the same groupings as are used by the first

method. In either case, the logic ofthe method will remain the same. The second embodiment

will now be described in the context of a physical attractiveness evaluation; however, as in the

first embodiment, the same algorithm may be used for the personality attractiveness algorithm

except that the personality attractiveness data is used in place ofphysical attractiveness data.

[0205] In accordance with the second embodiment, a score ranging between 1 and 10 to

measure the physical attractiveness of the target member to the evaluating member is specified

and stored by the web-site for future database manipulation. Preferably, no member learns the

scores of other members nor the scores associated with his/her own profile. When members wish

to review the pool ofmembers as sorted by physical attractiveness to the reviewing member,

referred to below as member 2000, then member 2000 will specify a range below and above

member 2000's ranking to instruct the website to display the profiles of other members falling

within that range.

[0206] As in the first method, it may be hypothesized that less attractive members of a

community may tend to give higher rankings to more attractive people than would be given by

other more attractive members ofthe community while; similarly, more attractive members of

the community may tend to give lower rankings to less attractive people than would be given by

other less attractive members of the community. Such bias may be removed from the system by

relating the perspective of a given member, in this case member 2000, to the perspective of other

members about member 2000. Further, the members who are forming judgment about member

2000 have themselves been judged and categorized by other members of the pool. The

methodology is as follows.

[0207] Member scores are placed into ten groups, A through J, each corresponding to the series

ofpotential rankings 1 through 10. Member 2000, a heterosexual male, joins the site. Over time,

various members rank member 2000 using a range between 1 through 10. The web-site
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maintains a record of the rankings that have been applied to the female members of the pool.

Consequently, the system knows that a given female member may be ranked as a 1 by male

members who are themselves predominantly ranked as 8's.

Group Female is predominantly

ranked by male group as

Dominant Rank ofEvaluating Male

Members

A 1 8

B 2 7

C 3 7

D 4 7

E 5 6

F 6 5

G 7 4

H 8 4

I 9 3

J 10 3 j

[0208] The methodology breaks down into two parts - female members who member 2000

will find attractive and female members who will find member 2000 attractive. There is a

different approach to each query. As to female members who member 2000 will find attractive,

the system does the following: First, the web-site asks member 2000 for a range ofrankings

relative to his own. Specifically, member 2000 is asked to specify a range below and above his

own ranking for which he is interested in viewing the profiles of other members. Assume

member 2000 responds that he is interested in viewing profiles that are ranked 2 points below his

own ranking and 3 points above his own ranking as seen in the table above. The results in the

table will be used to illustrate how profiles are assembled in response to member 2000's search

inquiry.

[0209] The system will obtain the table of attractiveness rankings for each female member

meeting any other criteria specified by member 2000 such as location and age parameters. The

table of the example female member indicates that she is viewed by male members, who are

predominantly ranked as 7's, as being in groups B, C and D which carry rankings of 2, 3, and 4.

Assuming that member 2000 is predominantly ranked as a 7, ifmember 2000 has elected to

search one level above and four levels below his own ranking, then the range of acceptable

females to member 2000 will be between 3 and 8. The female member is viewed as a 2, 3, and 4

and will be preliminarily included in the search result since at least one ofher ranks falls within

member 2000' s search range. As described in below, the next step is to determine whether

member 2000 is within the female's range. The logic works in the same manner. If the female

has elected to restrict the display ofher profile based on physical attractiveness, then the

female's range is obtained from the database and the system refers to member 2000' s ranking
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table to determine the rank in which he is viewed by the female members of the community who

have a predominate ranking equivalent to that ofthe female member and whether that rank is

within the female's range.

[0210] The user may also decide what pools he/she wants to be visible to. For example, a user

may choose to be available for searches in all pools two above and one below his/her pool. The

only limitation is the logical upper and lower bounds of the pools themselves. That is, if there

are 10 pools, and the user is a member ofpool 10, though the user interface may allow the user to

choose to be viewed by other users in pools two above his/her pool, the system will appreciate

that there are no pools above the user's pool and will discount the selection. However, this

information is saved so that if the user drops to a lower pool the user will become visible to the

appropriate pools. The user may change this limitation at any time.

[0211] Similarly, the user may decide what pools he/she wishes to search within by specifying

the number ofpools above and below his/her pool to consider in a search. The user may change

this limitation at any time as well. Those "target members" returned in the search will be within

the user's "physical attractiveness" boundaries and will be those members who also match any

other specified preference criteria.

[0212] Thus, the present invention provides a mechanism where members rated as "not

attractive" by the searcher are automatically deleted from any search results and members not

rated by the searcher but collectively rated as being outside of the searcher's range for "physical

attractiveness" also may be deleted from the search results. This methodology answers the

common complaint discussed above concerning a member's desire not to be approached by

members that the member being approached is not likely to find attractive. Besides being judged

an annoyance, the fact ofunwanted approaches is a major reason members quit dating services.

As such, this "physical attractiveness" feature of the invention is a substantial improvement over

current online dating systems.

Pseudocode

[0213] The second "physical attractiveness" method of the invention may be implemented in

the matching (search) software loaded on the online dating service's website. Sample

pseudocode for implementing the techniques of the second method are set forth below:

1) User Interaction: Evaluation of Target Member

Display (target) member for evaluation (by evaluator)

Let evaluator assign a rank from 1 to 10 ofphysical attractiveness of target member

Let evaluator select whether to notify target member that a ranking has been assigned.

Do not disclose ranking to target member.
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Record assigned ranking and Dominant Rank ofEvaluator in database

2) Derive Table ofPerspective-based Ranks of Target Member

Define the database equivalent of a five column table with fixed data as follows:

Group Target Member Rank
Accumulated Rank
of Evaluator(s)

Number ot

Evaluators in

Group :

Averaged
Dominant Kanic

or xsvaiuaxor^s

;

A i
i

B 2

C 3

D 4

E 5

F 6

G 7

H 8

I 9

J 10

For each ranking received for the target member (while not at end of list)

[Numerator] For the assigned target member rank, increase value of Accumulated Rank of

Evaluator(s) by Dominant Rank ofEvaluator

[Denominator] For the assigned target member rank, increment value ofNumber of Evaluators in

Group by one (1)

Repeat (while not at end of list)

For each Group (while not at end of list)

Divide accumulated numerator by accumulated denominator

Round result

Store result as Averaged Dominant Rank of Evaluator(s)

Repeat while not at end of list

Example of above procedure (using hypothetical data):

Number of Averaged *

Accumulated Rank Evaluators in Dominant Rank

Group Target Member Rank of Evaluator(s) Group ofEvaluator(s)

A 1 1,998 222 9

B 2 4,250 500 9

C 3 8,000 1,000 8

D 4 6,300 900 7

E 5 35,000 5,000 7

F 6 36,000 5,100 6

G 7 2,000 400 5

H 8 0 0

I 9 1,900 600 3

J 10 300 150 2

3) Derive Dominant Rank ofTarget Member
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For each Group that ranked the target member (while not at end of list)

Multiply the Number of Evaluators in Group times Validity Factor for each Vote from Group

Repeat (while not at end of list)

Sort Group by highest Equivalent Number of Evaluators

Select highest Group from sort.

In event of equal Equivalent Number of Evaluators within sort group, choose highest Group

letter.

Example of above procedure:

Group
Target Member

Rank

i Number of
Evaluators in s

"Group

Validity Factor

for each Vote
from Group

Equivalent £
r Number of

Evaluators

A 1 222 5.00 1,110

B 2 500 2.00 1,000

C 3 1,000 1.43 1,430

D 4 900 1.00 900

E 5 5,000 0.38 1,900
!

F 6 5,100 0.38 1,938

G 7 400 1.00 400

H 8 1.43

I 9 600 2.00 1,200

J 10 150 5.00 750

The Dominant Weighted Rank of the Target Member equals 6.

4) Derive Weighted Validity Factor for each Vote from Group

The previous section, Derive Dominant Rank of Target Member, compared how many
members assigned a given rank for the target member. An adjustment is required to avoid an

undue weighting by the natural preponderance ofmembers who would be expected to be viewed

as being of average physical attractiveness. The following algorithm is included to compensate

for clusters ofpredominate rankings.

For all members who have provided at least one rank of another member (while not at

end of list)

[Numerator] Increment Voting Members by Dominant Rank ofMember
[Denominator] Increment Total Voting Members
Repeat (while not at end of list)

Store Numerator by Dominant Rank ofMember (Group)

Store Total Voting Members

For each Group (while not at end of list)

Let Membership Distribution equal Numerator divided by Denominator
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Let Validity Factor equal .10 divided by Membership Distribution

Store result by Group
Repeat (while not at end of list)

Example of above procedure:

Group

Dominant Rank
ofMember
Population

Hypothetical

Membership
Distribution of

Voting Members

Validity r actor

for each Vote

Horn viroup

W eigiiteci

Jrtypotneticai

iviemoersmp

A 1
on/2% C\(\ 1 0%1U/0

r> 9 5% 2.00 10%

c 3 7% 1.43 10%

D 4 10% 1.00 10%

E 5 26% 0.38 10%

F 6 26% 0.38 10%

G 7 10% 1.00 10%

H 8 7% 1.43 10%

I 9 5% 2.00 10%

J 10 2% 5.00 10%

Totals 100% 100%

5) User Interaction: User Search Preference - Relationshivs

User Search Preference - Friendships

Display user profile search preferences

Where category equals User Search Preference for Relationships

Set FilterJSearchJResutt^^ to No
Let user select whether to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

Ifuser selects to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

Set FilterjSearch_^ to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) to be included in members returned to user from user-

defined database search

Store selection

Where category equals User Search Preference for Friendships

Set FilterJSearch_Resultsj3yJ?hy^ to No

Let user select whether to filter members by criteria ofphysical attractiveness

If user selects to filter members by criteria of physical attractiveness

Set Filter_Search_Results_by_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria__Friendship to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) to be included in members returned to user from user-

defined database search

Store selection

6) User Interaction: User Profile Display Preference During Searches Bv Other Members
- Relationshivs

User Profile Display Preference During Searches Bv Other

Members - Friendships
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Display user profile display preferences

Where category equals User Display Preference for Relationships

Set Res1xict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display ofuser profile (to other members who are searching the

profile database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

If user selects to restrict display of user profile (to other members who are searching the profile

database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) of other members for which user chooses to enable

display of user profile

Store selection

Where category equals User Display Preference for Friendships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Friendships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (to other members who are searching the

profile database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

Ifuser selects to restrict display of user profile (to other members who are searching the profile

database) by criteria of searching member's physical attractiveness

Set Res1xict_Profile_Display_During_Profile__Searches_Friendships to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) of other members for which user chooses to enable

display ofuser profile

Store selection

7) Obtain Profile Database Search Result: Relationship /Friendship

Relationship Search:

Where Filter_Search_Results_by_Physical_Attractiveness_Criteria_Relationship equals Yes

Obtain user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Define User's_Evaluated_Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected by

user

Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank plus user

selected upward search range for relationships plus user selected downward search range for

relationships

While not at end of list

If user has ranked member then if user provided ranking is not within User s_Evaluated_Range

do next member
From member's table ofPerspective-based Ranks, obtain member's Closest Target Member

Rank relative to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Ifmember's Closest Target Member Rank is within User's_Calculated_Range

Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to No
Include member in relationship search result

Ifmember has set Restrict„Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Relationships to Yes

Where member has ranked user

Define Member's_Evaluated_Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected

by member
Ifmember provided ranking is not within Member's_Evaluated_Range do next member

Obtain member's dominant physical attractiveness rank
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From user's table of Perspective-based Ranks, obtain user's Closest Target Member Rank
relative to member's dominant physical attractiveness rank

If user's Closest Target Member Rank is within Member's_Calculated_Range for profile display

Include member in relationship search result

Repeat

Display relationship search result

Friendship Search:

Where Filter_Search_ResultsJ)y_Ph^ equals Yes

Obtain user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Define User 5s_Evaluated_Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected by

user

Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank plus user

selected upward search range for friendships plus user selected downward search range for

friendships

While not at end of list

If user has ranked member then ifuser provided ranking is not within User 's__Evaluated_Range

do next member
If user provided ranking is not within User's__Evaluated_Range do next member
From member's table of Perspective-based Ranks, obtain member's Closest Target Member

Rank relative to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Ifmember's Closest Target Member Rank is within User 's_Calculated_Range

Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Friendships to No
Include member in friendship search result

Ifmember has set Restrict_Profile_Display_During_Profile_Searches_Friendships to Yes

Where member has ranked user

Define Member's_Evaluated_Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected

by member
Ifmember provided ranking is not within Member's_Evaluated_Range do next member
Obtain member's dominant physical attractiveness rank

From user's table ofPerspective-based Ranks, obtain user's Closest Target Member Rank
relative to member's dominant physical attractiveness rank

If user's Closest Target Member Rank is within Member's_Calculated__Range for profile display

Include member in friendship search result

Repeat

Display friendship search result

8) User Interaction: User Profile Display Preference While In Chat Room - Relationships

User Profile Display Preference While In Chat Room - Friendships

Display user profile display preferences

Where category equals User Profile Display Preference for Relationships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_WMle_In_Chat_Room_Relationships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (while user is in Chat Room) by criteria

ofphysical attractiveness of other members in the same Chat Room
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If user selects to restrict display of user profile (while user is in Chat Room) by criteria of

physical attractiveness of other members in the same Chat Room
Set Res1xict_Profile_Display_WMle_]h_Chat_Room_Relationships to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) to enable display (while user is in Chat Room) of

user's profile to only those members falling within selected range

Store selection

Where category equals User Search Display Preference for Friendships

Set Restrict_Profile_Display_While_In_ChatJRoom_Friendships to No
Let user select whether to restrict display of user profile (while user is in Chat Room) by criteria

ofphysical attractiveness of other members in the same Chat Room
If user selects to restrict display ofuser profile (while user is in Chat Room) by criteria of

physical attractiveness of other members in the same Chat Room
Set Restrict_Profile_Display_WMle_In_Chat_RoomJFriendships to Yes

Let user select rankings (from one to ten) to enable display (while user is in Chat Room) of

user's profile to only those members falling within selected range

Store selection

9) Restrict Profile Display while in Chat Room: Relationship /Friendship

Relationship Restriction:

Where Restrict_Profile_Display_Wlaile_In_Chat__Room_Relationships equals Yes

Obtain user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Define User' s_Evaluated__Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected by

user

Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for relationships plus user selected downward search range for

relationships

For each member in Chat Room (while not at end of list)

If user has ranked member then if user provided ranking is not within User
5s_Evaluated_Range

do next member
From member's table of Perspective-based Ranks, obtain member's Closest Target Member

Rank relative to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Ifmember's Closest Target Member Rank is within User's_Calculated_Range

Display user to member
Repeat

Friendship Restriction:

Where Restrict_Profile_Display_\Vliile_In_Chat_Room_Friendships equals Yes

Obtain user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Define User'sJEvaluated_Range equal to specific physical attractiveness rankings selected by

user

Define User's_Calculated_Range equal to user's physical attractiveness group plus user selected

upward search range for Friendships plus user selected downward search range for

Friendships

For each member in Chat Room (while not at end of list)
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Ifuser has ranked member then it user provided ranking is not within User's_Evaluated_Range

do next member
From member's table ofPerspective-based Ranks, obtain member's Closest Target Member

Rank relative to user's dominant physical attractiveness rank

Ifmember's Closest Target Member Rank is within User's_Calculated_Range

Display user to member
Repeat

[0214] As noted above, this same algorithm may be used to evaluate the personality

attractiveness ofrespective members of the web site by substituting the personality attractiveness

data for the physical attractiveness data.

User Interface

[0215] The second embodiment of the "physical/personality attractiveness" feature of the

present invention also allows the user of a dating site to filter potential friends/mates using

physical attractiveness and/or personality attractiveness as criteria. As in the first example

above, the user may choose to review the Interests section of the hypothetical member, as

illustrated in Figure 27. Above the Interests button is a button titled "Click here to Rate Physical

Attractiveness." The user clicks the Physical Attractiveness button. A new screen (Figure 44) is

displayed on which the user can provide a specific ranking ofthe degree to which the user finds

the member to be physically attractive. The user selects a ranking on scale of 1-10 and also

determines whether to notify the member that the user has selected a ranking. The user finishes

the interaction by clicking the RECORD button whereupon the user is returned to the screen of

Figure 27. The user may revisit the ranking screen ofFigure 44 at a later date and review or

revise his/her ranking.

[0216] Next, as explained in pseudocode steps 2 and 3 above, the ranking provided by the user

in conjunction with the user's dominant rank as seen by the other members of the member's

database is compiled to a table for the target member. Users can search the member database

employing the criteria ofphysical attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers who are returned for

their review. For example, as shown in Figure 35, users may specify whether to use physical

attractiveness as a criterion and may specify the number of levels above and below that user's

ranking to accept in the search.

[0217] As shown in Figure 36, users also can restrict the display of their profile to other

members within the member database to certain levels above and below the user's level based on

the other members' physical attractiveness. Members meeting such physical attractiveness

criteria and any other selected criteria of the type explained in detail above are returned for

review. The returned information is displayed in a screen like that illustrated in Figure 3 1

.
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[0218] As shown in Figure 37, users also can restrict the display of their profile while in a chat

room to other members within the member database based on the other members' physical

attractiveness. As a result, members appear or do not appear to other members in a chat room

based on display criteria including members' physical attractiveness and member selections

concerning display of their profile while in chat rooms. A sample "results" screen is illustrated

in Figure 33.

[0219] On the other hand, as noted above, the invention also allows the user to filter potential

mates using personality attractiveness as a criteria. This embodiment may use the same sample

screens illustrated in Figures 34 and 36-43 to allow the user to assign a ranking of the degree to

which he/she finds another member to possess an attractive personality. However, in this

embodiment, when the user clicks the Rate Attractiveness button, a new screen such as that

illustrated in Figure 48 is displayed on which the user can provide a ranking on a scale of, e.g., 1-

10 of the degree to which the user finds the member to have an attractive personality. The user

selects a ranking and may revisit the ranking screen below at a later date and review or revise

their ranking.

[0220] In this embodiment, the ranking provided by the user in conjunction with the users'

dominant rank as seen by the other members of the members' database is compiled to a table for

the target member, thereby providing a table ofperspective-based ranks of the target member.

As illustrated in Figure 39 with respect to the first embodiment, users then can search the

member database employing the criteria ofpersonality attractiveness to filter the list ofmembers

who are returned for their review. The users may also restrict the display of their profiles to

others and obtain profiles in response to a searches as illustrated in connection with Figures 40-

43 with respect to the first embodiment.

[0221] From the above description, it should be readily apparent that numerous other

modifications and combinations of the above disclosure may be made without departing form the

scope of the present invention. For example, while the above disclosure refers to a single web

server 1 1 or chat server, the algorithms described may be implemented on any number ofnodes

with or without web server or chat server software. In addition, the weighting algorithms

described herein need not be performed for an entire chat room but may be used to determine if

individuals have matching interests, particularly those who find each other to be physically

attractive. Also, the techniques used herein for restricting access to certain profiles need not be

limited to compatibility ofpersonality and physical attractiveness criteria as described herein, but

access to profiles may also be restricted based on a static comparison ofmembers' profiles

relative to overall compatibility in all applicable categories for which information is available.
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Further, the algorithms and processes are intended as specific implementations only and are not

intended to delimit the scope of the invention, which should instead be understood with reference

to the following claims.
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What is Claimed:

1 . A method for matching members of an online community based on interest and/or

activity based compatibility to each other, comprising the steps of:

accepting input from respective members indicating the degree of subscription or non-

subscription the respective members have to predetermined interests on a scale of least interested

to most interested and/or the amount of importance the member ascribes to participation in

respective activities on a scale of least important to most important;

determining interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility between members by

comparing scaled inputs for respective interests and/or activities based on at least one of a total

number ofmatching interests and/or activity importance indicators and a degree of alignment

among matching interests and/or activity importance indicators; and

matching members of the online community on the basis of the determined interest-based

and/or activity-based compatibility.

2. A method as in claim 1, wherein said step of determining interest-based and/or activity-

based compatibility includes the steps of comparing a scaled input for each interest and/or

activity importance indicator for respective members, in the case ofmutual interest or mutual

disinterest in a predetermined interest and/or activity, incrementing a count ofcommon

perspectives, and assessing the degree of compatibility between the respective members as a

function of the count of common perspectives.

3. A method as in claim 1, wherein said step of determining interest-based and/or activity-

based compatibility includes the steps of comparing a scaled input for each interest and/or

activity importance indicator for respective members, in the case ofmutual interest or mutual

disinterest in a predetermined interest and/or activity, incrementing a count ofcommon

perspectives and obtaining an absolute difference between each member's scaled input for the

interest and/or activity, and assessing the degree of compatibility between respective members as

a function of the total of absolute differences for respective interests and/or activities divided by

the count ofcommon perspectives.

4. A method as in claim 2 or 3, comprising the further step of ignoring interests and/or

activities in said step of determining interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility unless

both members are interested in the predetemiined interest and/or activity or both members are

not interested in the predetermined interest and/or activity.
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5. A method as in claim 1, comprising the further steps of:

accepting information indicative ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness of

respective members ofthe online community;

accepting rankings ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness of the respective

members of the online community from other members of the online community;

storing accumulated community rankings ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness

of the respective members ofthe online community with other characteristic data of the

respective members of the online community; and

facilitating a search of a member database by a member of the online community for

other members of the online community having personality and/or physical attractiveness

rankings in a range specified by the member.

6. A web server that delivers web pages to members of an online community based on

personal profile characteristics including common interests and/or activities of the respective

members, comprising:

a member database;

a central processing unit with associated memory; and

software comprising instructions stored in said associated memory, wherein when said

software is executed by said central processing unit, web pages are made available to the

respective members of the online community that function to:

accept input from respective members indicating the degree of subscription or non-

subscription the respective members have to predetermined interests on a scale of least interested

to most interested and/or the amount of importance the member ascribes to participation in

respective activities on a scale of least important to most important;

determine interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility between members by

comparing scaled inputs for respective interests and/or activities based on at least one of a total

number ofmatching interests and/or activity importance indicators and a degree of alignment

among matching interests and/or activity interest indicators; and

match members of the online community on the basis of the determined interest-based

and/or activity-based compatibility.

7. A server as in claim 6, wherein said software compares a scaled input for each interest

and/or activity for respective members, in the case ofmutual interest or mutual disinterest in a

predetermined interest and/or activity, increments a count ofcommon perspectives, and assesses
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the degree of compatibility between the respective members as a function of the count of

common perspectives.

8. A server as in claim 6, wherein said software compares a scaled input for each interest

and/or activity for respective members, in the case ofmutual interest or mutual disinterest in a

predetermined interest and/or activity, increments a count ofcommon perspectives and obtains

an absolute difference between each member's scaled input for the interest and/or activity, and

assesses the degree of compatibility between respective members as a function of the total of

absolute differences for respective interests and/or activities divided by the count ofcommon

perspectives.

9. A server as in claim 7 or 8, wherein said software ignores interests and/or activities for

determining interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility unless both members are

interested in the predetermined interest and/or activity or both members are not interested in the

predetermined interest and/or activity.

10. A server as in claim 6, wherein said software further functions to:

elicit and accept information indicative of the personality and/or physical attractiveness

of respective members of the online community;

post the personality and/or physical attractiveness information of the respective members

of the online community;

elicit and accept rankings ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness of the

respective members ofthe online community from other members ofthe online community;

store accumulated community rankings of the personality and/or physical attractiveness

ofthe respective members of the online community with other characteristic data of the

respective members of the online community; and

facilitate a search ofthe member database by a member of the online community for

other members ofthe online community having personality and/or physical attractiveness

rankings in a range specified by the member.

11. A method for matching members of an online community based on personal profile

characteristics including personality and/or physical attractiveness, comprising the steps of:

accepting information indicative of the personality and/or physical attractiveness of

respective members ofthe online community;
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accepting rankings of the personality and/or physical attractiveness ofthe respective

members of the online community from other members of the online community;

storing accumulated community rankings of the personality and/or physical attractiveness

of the respective members of the online community with other characteristic data ofthe

respective members of the online community; and

facilitating a search of a member database by a member of the online community for

other members of the online community having personality and/or physical attractiveness

rankings in a range specified by the member.

12. A method as in claim 11, wherein said step of storing accumulated community rankings

of the personality and/or physical attractiveness ofthe respective members ofthe online

community comprises the steps of determining a percentage ofmembers who rated a particular

member to have an attractive personality and/or physical appearance and placing said particular

member in a community group including members having an accumulated community ranking in

a range including said percentage, whereby said search step includes the step of searching the

member database for members of selected ones of said community groups.

13. A method as in claim 11, wherein said search step includes the steps of returning search

results including profiles ofmembers of the online community that have been ranked by the

member as being in said range specified by the member and excluding in said search results

profiles ofmembers of the online community that have been ranked by the member as being

outside said range specified by the member.

14. A method as in claim 12, wherein search results are returned in said searching step for a

range of community groups, specified by a searching member, about the community group to

which the searching member is assigned.

15. A method as in claim 11, wherein said step of storing accumulated community rankings

of the personality and/or physical attractiveness of the respective members of the online

community comprises the step ofranking the personality and/or physical attractiveness of a

target member of the online community on a numerical scale and said search step includes the

steps ofreturning search results including profiles ofmembers ofthe online community that have

been ranked by the member as being in said range specified by the member and excluding in said
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search results profiles ofmembers ofthe online community that have been ranked by the

member as being outside said range specified by the member.

16. A method as in claim 1 1, wherein said step of storing accumulated community rankings

of the personality and/or physical attractiveness of the respective members of the online

community comprises the step ofranking the personality and/or physical attractiveness of a

target member ofthe online community on a numerical scale and said search step includes the

steps ofreturning search results including profiles ofmembers of the online community that are

ranked by other members of the online community having a personality and/or physical

attractiveness ranking that is similar to the personality and/or physical attractiveness ranking of

the member as being in said range specified by the member and excluding in said search results

profiles ofmembers ofthe online community that have been ranked by said other members as

being outside said range specified by the member.

17. A method as in claim 11, further comprising the step ofpermitting a member ranking a

target member to specify whether or not the target member is to be notified that the target

member has been ranked by said member.

18. A method as in claim 12, further comprising the step of adjusting ranges of accumulated

community rankings defining said community groups for the member based on the degree of

harshness to which that member ranks the personality and/or physical attractiveness of the other

community members.

19. A method as in claim 16, further comprising the step of adjusting rankings of target

members based on a validity factor for each ranking from members in a group having similar

accumulated community rankings, whereby rankings of target members are proportioned

relatively evenly across different groups having similar accumulated community rankings, said

validity factor assuring a relatively even weighted average of each ranking across all of said

different groups.

20. A method as in claim 1 1, further comprising the step of restricting the display of a

member's personal profile characteristics to other members of the online community in

accordance with the attractiveness ofthe other members of the online community as determined

by each member's accumulated community ranking.
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.

A method as in claim 20, wherein the restricting step comprises the step of restricting the

display of a member's personal profile characteristics to other members ofthe online community

in accordance with a static comparison ofthe member's profile with other members' profiles

relative to overall compatibility.

22. A method as in claim 11, further comprising the step ofrestricting the display of the

member's personal profile characteristics while in a chat room so that only other members in the

chat room having an accumulated community ranking in a range specified by the member may
see the member's personal profile characteristics.

23. A method as in claim 11, further comprising the steps of:

accepting input from respective members indicating the degree of subscription or non-

subscription the respective members have to predetermined interests on a scale of least interested

to most interested and/or the amount of importance the member ascribes to participation in

respective activities on a scale of least important to most important;

determining interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility between members by

comparing scaled inputs for respective interests and/or activities based on at least one of a total

number ofmatching interests and/or activity importance indicators and a degree of alignment

among matching interests and/or activity importance indicators; and

matching members ofthe online community on the basis of the determined interest-based

and/or activity-based compatibility.

24. A web server that delivers web pages to members of an online community based on

personal profile characteristics including personality and/or physical attractiveness of the

respective members, comprising:

a member database;

a central processing unit with associated memory; and

software comprising instructions stored in said associated memory, wherein when said

software is executed by said central processing unit, web pages are made available to the

respective members of the online community that function to:

elicit and accept information indicative ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness

ofrespective members of the online community;
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post the personality and/or physical attractiveness information of the respective members

ofthe online community;

elicit and accept rankings ofthe personality and/or physical attractiveness of the

respective members ofthe online community from other members ofthe online community;

store accumulated community rankings of the personality and/or physical attractiveness

ofthe respective members of the online community with other characteristic data of the

respective members of the online community; and

facilitate a search of the member database by a member of the online community for

other members of the online community having personality and/or physical attractiveness

rankings in a range specified by the member.

25. A server as in claim 24, wherein the accumulated community rankings of the personality

and/or physical attractiveness of the respective members of the online community are stored in

the member database and said software further determines a percentage ofmembers who rated a

particular member to have an attractive personality and/or physical appearance and places that

the particular member in a community group including members having an accumulated

community ranking in a range including said percentage, whereby said software searches the

member database for members of selected ones of said community groups.

26. A server as in claim 24, wherein said software return search results including profiles of

members of the online community that have been ranked by the member as being in said range

specified by the member and excluding in said search results profiles ofmembers of the online

community that have been ranked by the member as being outside said range specified by the

member.

27. A server as in claim 25, wherein said software returns search results for a range of

community groups, specified by a searching member, about the community group to which the

searching member is assigned.

28. A server as in claim 24, wherein said software enables a member to rank the personality

and/or physical attractiveness of a target member ofthe online community on a numerical scale

and said software returns search results including profiles ofmembers of the online community

that have been ranked by the member as being in said range specified by the member and
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excludes in said search results profiles ofmembers of the online community that have been

ranked by the member as being outside said range specified by the member.

29. A server as in claim 24, wherein said step of storing accumulated community rankings of

the personality and/or physical attractiveness ofthe respective members of the online community

comprises the step of ranking the personality and/or physical attractiveness of a target member of

the online community on a numerical scale and said software returns search results including

profiles ofmembers of the online community that are ranked by other members ofthe online

community having a personality and/or physical attractiveness ranking that is similar to the

personality and/or physical attractiveness ranking of the member as being in said range specified

by the member and excludes in said search results profiles ofmembers ofthe online community

that have been ranked by said other members as being outside said range specified by the

member.

30. A server as in claim 24, wherein said software further permits a member ranking a target

member to specify whether or not the target member is to be notified that the target member has

been ranked by said member.

31. A server as in claim 25, wherein said software further adjusts ranges of accumulated

community rankings defining said community groups for the member based on the degree of

harshness to which that member ranks the personality and/or physical attractiveness ofthe other

community members.

32. A server as in claim 29, wherein said software further adjusts rankings of target members

based on a validity factor for each ranking from members in a group having similar accumulated

community rankings, whereby rankings of target members are proportioned relatively evenly

across different groups having similar accumulated community rankings, said validity factor

assuring a relatively even weighted average ofeach ranking across all of said different groups.

33 . A server as in claim 24, wherein said software further restricts the display of a member's

personal profile characteristics to other members ofthe online community in accordance with the

attractiveness of the other members ofthe online community as determined by each member's

accumulated community ranking.
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34. A server as in claim 33, wherein said software restricts the display of a member's

personal profile characteristics to other members of the online community in accordance with a

static comparison of the member's profile with other members' profiles relative to overall

compatibility.

35. A server as in claim 24, further comprising chat software that generates a chat

environment, said software restricting the display ofthe member's personal profile

characteristics while in a chat room generated by the chat software so that only other members in

the chat room having an accumulated community ranking in a range specified by the member

may see the member's personal profile characteristics.

36. A server as in claim 24, wherein said software further functions to:

accept input from respective members indicating the degree of subscription or non-

subscription the respective members have to predetermined interests on a scale of least interested

to most interested and/or the amount of importance the member ascribes to participation in

respective activities on a scale of least important to most important;

determine interest-based and/or activity-based compatibility between members by

comparing scaled inputs for respective interests and/or activities based on at least one of a total

number ofmatching interests and/or activity importance indicators and a degree of alignment

among matching interests and/or activity interest indicators; and

match members of the online community on the basis of the determined interest-based

and/or activity-based compatibility.
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